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Student's uncle freed
" I'm just real happy for
him," Langendorfer said.
"It's more a question of appreciating for him that he
can be a free man.
"It's still really hard for me
to conceive that he is free,"
he said. "Uncle Terry getting
out is one thing I've always
wanted."
Anderson's release is also
extremely emotional for
Langendorfer. He said he can
now start sorting out his feel ings about the release and
welcoming his uncle home.
Classes and everyday life
Wednesday were difficult for
Langendorfer. He said the
th~ught of his uncle' s

By LEIGH LANDINI
News Editor

The Christmas holidays for
Murray State University student Ed Langendorfer will be
much brighter this year.
Langendorfer, 28, a junior
engineering physics major,
said he received a phone call
from his mother, Peggy Say
of Cadiz, at 3 a.m. Wednesday informing him that his
uncle Terry Anderson had
been freed by his captors, the
Islamic Jihad, after six and a
half years of captivity.
He said he is happy that his
uncle is free, but he is happier for his uncle and family.

freedom kept running
through his mind all day.
Anderson was serving as
chief Middle East correspondent for the Associated Press
before his captivity. News
reports said he was captured
after an afternoon tennis
game with another AP
reporter.
Say, Langendorfer's
mother and Anderson's
sister, has been an advocate
for Anderson's freedom for
many years, and she flew to
Germany earlier this week to
wait for her brother's release.
41

It's going to be a great
feeling of rPliP.f fol' my

mother," Langendorfer said.
"From her standpoint, it's
what the release is going to
do for my uncle.
''If she were there (in his
position), she'd want him to
do the same thing," he said.
Earlier this week, Langendorfer, as well as the rest of
his family and the nation,
waited for news of the
release . The release of
American hostages Joseph
Cicippio and Allen Steen
brought some promise to the
family concerning Anderson's status.
"It's always been a waiting
game, ·• Langendorfer said.

Murray's flu cases limited
By JON FUTRELL
Staff Writer

Photo by CHERI STUART

0 CHRISTMAS TREE
As the Christmas holiday approaches, many events and activities
are taking place for students, faculty and staff to enjoy the holiday
and celebrate together. Students are trying to bring Christmas cheer
to their residence hall rooms with decorations such as Christmas
trees, garland, ribbons and lights as they finish out the semester.
When the holiday break begins, friendly gatherings and family reunions are on tap for many. See related stories on pages 8A and 9A.

As of last Monday, student health services had reported
only 10 cases of flu despite an epidemic in Nashville that
forced the closing of city schools there for four days.
Daphne Mallory, a nursing supervisor at the MurrayCallaway County Health Department, said no one can
predict what will happen here, but recent vaccinations
could help keep the bug away.
"On Nov. 10 and 11, we had two clinic days for flu vaccinations," Mallory said. "This year, we gave approximately 1,200 to 1,300 flu vaccinations."
Even though school children were hit by the bug in
Nashville, they are not usually considered among,those
likely to get t he flu.
Kathleen Price, assistant administrator at student
health services, said flu shots, not available at student
health, are not for the traditional college student.
"Mainly, fiu shots are recommended for people who
Please see FLU
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Soldier will get holiday break
By MELANIE BUCKLIN
Editor in Chief

Shelia Haley will get her
Christmas present early this
year.
The MwTay State University
sports information secretary
received a call from her husband, Brad, a staff sergeant
with Murray's 614th Military
Police Company, and he told
her that he will be able to take
a two-week break from his
duties in Saudi Arabia.
"As of yesterday, he was com·
ing home for two weeks in
December," she said, "but in
the military things can change
rather rapidly."
Haley said her husband's unit
was the only military police
unit in Kentucky that was not
activiated during the Persian
Gulf War.
"When the federal order
rescinded, the government
couldn't send them over, but
they needed people," she said.
"So all the guys who are over
there now volunteered to
replace members of the 438th
out of Louisville that were activated and had been there for
about eight months."
Sgt. Jim Tubbs of the 614th
National Guard Armory said
the military police are

Troops to get holiday gifts
Staff Report

Two Murray State University organizations
will sponsor a care package drive during the
holidays for members of Murray's 614th
Military Police Company, which is in the Per·
sian Gulf.
The MP unit, called to active duty in
August, has several MSU students serving in
it.
The Student Alumni Association and Stu·
dent Ambassadors are co-sponsoring a
"Special Rememberances of our Servicemen"
care package drive beginning today. A table
for donations will be set up from 9 a .m. to 2
p.m. in the Curris Center. SAA members and
Ambassadors will staff the tables.
Suggested donation items include magazine
articles (keep the Saudi Arabian government
restrictions in mind), crossword puzzles,
transporting convoys from one
area to another in Saudi
Arabia.
"The first of our men went
over in July and August and
they are continuing to come
home a few at a time," he said.
Haley said she believes that
many people have forgotten
that 31 members of the local
community are still active in
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Friday, Dec. 13

Operation Desert Storm in
Saudi Arabia.
"The government feels they
need to be there. They are not
on a vacation," she said.
"Volunteering used to be
hallowed, but now people treat
them like they're idiots for
going.
''I think most of them felt
that they have trained every

.
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games, blank and recorded tapes, raisins and
other non-perishable snacks, pre-sweetened
drink mixes, chewing gum, comic strips and
pocket-size packets of tissues.
I n addition to the care packages, a "Happy
Holidays" banner will be available for
students, faculty and staff to sign. The banner
will be sent to the troops along with the care
packages.
Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs
and adviser to SAA and co-adviser of Student
Ambassadors, said aoldiers would like to
r eceive any homemade items, newspapers and
videos.
Last year, SAA and the Student Govern·
ment Association co-sponsored the ''Tie One
on for the Troops, and ..Circle of Care" drives
for troops stationed in the Middle East as part
of Operation Desert Shield/Storm.

MWF
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weekend and two weeks out of
the year and have never had a
chance to put that training to
use, and this is it," Haley said.
"I know Rusty Kendle, a
member of the rifle team, said
he wanted to go over because he
felt when he was in school he
Please aee MILITARY

Nurse B.J. Weathers administers a flu shot to Nancy Forrester at
the Murrey-Calloway County Health Department.

Tanner receives
30-day sentence
for drunk driving
Staff Report

John Portis Tanner, son of U.S. Rep. John Tanner of Tennessee, was sentenced to 30 days in jail for his drunken driving conviction in October.
The conviction stemmed from a fatal automobile accident
last December in which a passenger in Tanner's car, Todd
Robinson, 20, of Hendersonville, Tenn., was killed on Kentucky Highway 129 north of Dukedom.
The 20-year-old Tanner was convicted of DUI Oct. 31 in
Graves County Circuit Court. He was found guilty by a jury
after four hours of deliberation.
Tanner's sentence is the maximum allowed under Kentucky's drunken-driving Jaw. He had previously been charged with second degree-manslaughter, DUI· and first-degree
wanton endangerment.
He was acquitted on the second-degree manslaughter
charge, and the wanton endangerment charge was dropped
before the trial began.
Tanner will also pay a $500 fine and his driver's license
will be suspended for six months.
Commonwealth Attorney Richard Weisenberger said Tanner can serve his jail time on weekends in his hometown of
Union City, Tenn., if authorities agree. If not, he will serve
jail time in Graves County.
The Zeta Lambda chapter of Alpha Tau Omega was dropped in early November from a negligence suit filed by Robinson's parents as a result of the same accident.
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Saferaex
Since Magic Johnson's announcement that
he is Infected with HIV, more people have
begun to discuss the safety of their own sex
lives.
AIDS, the most severe, life-threatening con·
dition caused by HIV Infection, is estimated to
affect one of every 1,000 students at American
colleges and universities.
This week The Murray State News looks at
the definition, prevention and effects of AIDS.
Stories on Page 5
-
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Siren salute

Index

Emergency sirens at Murray State
University, as well as in the city of
Murray, will sound at 11:58 a.m. and
12:03 p.m. Saturday as part of a
community observance of the 50th
anniversary of the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor.
The sirens will mark the local times
on Dec. 7, 1941 , when the first two
waves of Japanese war planes began
the bombing runs that thrust the United
States into World War II in the Pacific.
American flags on the campus and in
the city will be flown at half-staff until
noon Saturday.
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Student, prof go abroad
MSU exchange programs
,: By TERESA MAYS
!

Staff Writer

: Murray State University
; faculty and students have the
: chance to experience another
! culture, study in a different
: country and get to know inter: national students through the
; exchange programs offered by
: the Center for International
! Programs.
: Charles Maxwell, professor of
: economics and finance, spent a
: year at Tampere University of
: Technology in Tampere,
! Finland.
j Tampere University, Max} well said, is a six-year school
with about 3,700 students.
"They don't offer bachelor's
degrees," he said, "only
master's."
Maxwell said only the very
, best and brightest students are
. admitted.
"In order to get into the
university, Finland students
have to pass a certain test," he
said. "They have students from
everywhere. It's an excellent
technical school."
Business and engineering are
two areas Tampere University
offers students and faculty who
study there, Maxwell said.
He said the spoken language
in Finland is Finnish, which is
unusual and rare, but most people speak English as their se('Ond language.
"I don't have any problems
with the language," he said.
"For all foreign students coming in, the common language is.
English."
Maxwell said he taught all of
his classes in English.

'i

Staff Report

Several positions with the Murray State University Student Government Association will be available next
semester.
The vacancies were announced at Wednesday's meeting.
They include Homecoming chairman, publicity chairman
and student publications chairman. Interview times will be
announced next semester.
In other business:
• The Judicial Board was unable to meet Tuesday because of
a power outage, but it will meet at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday in the
Ohio Room.
• The non-traditional and commuter student committee is
hoping to have seminars on time management and finances
next semester. The committee is also looking into getting used lockers for adult students in the NETO lounge in Ordway
Hall.
• Anyone wishing to donate canned food items as part of "Into the Streets" may drop them off in the SGA office.
• A representative from SGA will visit Ballard Memorial
High School today as part of their High School Workshops
program.
• Academic Council will meet Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in the
Mississippi Room.
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offer change of scenery

He said he enjoyed himself in
"I missed being out in the
Finland and would like to go country because I live on a farm
back.
at home," she said. "But once I
''It's an absolutely gorgeous got used to Sunderland, I really
country," he said. "It's enjoyed it."
beautiful."
Miller said she lived in a
Finland is clean and safe, house with nine Bri t ish
Maxwell said, and it has a students: six men and four
democratic society in which the women.
At the university, she said,
people vote every four years.
"It's a very wealthy nation," she took an acting class called
he said "It has a better stan- practical drama, which redard of living than we do in quired three shows, and she
Aome areas."
had to write her own plays and
Maxwell said the people are design her own costumes.
Miller said she also took a
friendly and open to
Americans.
Shakespeare class, two English
Because Finland, which is poetry classes and another
known as the Land of Midnight literature class.
Sun, is so far north, Maxwell · "Each class met once a week
said, the sun does not set for two hours," she said. "Dursometimes.
ing those two hours, the pro"In the wintertime, about fessor
would spend one hour lecnow, you don't see the sun that turing, and the other hour we
much. The sky is gray," he said. would talk about what we
''It might rise at 10 a.m. and set read.''
at 2 p.m."
She said the classes were set
Maxwell said Murray State up differently from those at
offers several opportunities for
State.
faculty and students exchanges Murray
"We only bad to do three
at several different
assignments the whole year for
universities.
each
class," she said. "At the
Carla Miller, a senior English beginning
of the term, the proliterature major from Clinton, fessor handed the students a
said she spent a school year in reading list. The students read
Sunderland. England.
the material on their own
"I just wanted to be able to ex- time."
perience a different culture,
Miller said students read the
and going on an exchange
material
whenever they could.
seems to have been the best
"As a student, you're really
way of doing that," she said.
When she first arrived in left on your own," she said.
Sunderland, Miller said, she "You have to learn to manage
was very homesick. She said your time."
For entertainment, Miller
Sunderland is a big, industrial
town. It is also du~ty and spent some of her time in pubs
because. she said, the local pubs
cramped.

SGA vacancies
to open in spring

December 6, 1991

were like a second home to the
people there.
"We went out to the pub
almost every night," she said.
''A lot of the time we went to
night clubs after the pubs
closed."
Miller said she went to the
pub to have two drinks and
socialize with friends.
''You don't go to get drunk,"
she said. "You go to relax, sit
back and talk to your friends."
While she was in Sunderland,
Miller said, she noticed some of
the English customs.
''One thing I noticed was they
always ate brussel sprouts with
their Christmas dinner," she
said.

Dee Beck of the National American Diabetic Association
accepts a $1 ,000 check from Craig Little, president of
Alpha Gamma Rho. The fraternity raised money during a
recent fund-raiser raffle.

They also have more bank
holidays when everything is
closed and people do not have to
go to work, Miller said. "They
had a bunch of those." she said.
As for the food, Miller said,
she did not notice many differences in what the English
eat and what Americans eat,
except that English food tasted
bland to her because the
English do not use much
seasoning.
"There are a few things that
the English eat that we
wouldn't eat, like kidney pie,"
she said.

Germany study program planned
A $10,000 award to Murray State University through a
new matching grants program will provide scholarship sup·
port for students participating in the Semester in Regensberg
(Germany) Program in the fall of 1992.
The grant is one of 18 awarded by the American Assembly
of Collegiate Schools of Business and the American Association of Colleges from more than 150 proposals from other
schools
The exchange program was approved at the Nov. 16 Board
of Regents meeting and will be a joint venture of the College
of Business and Public Affairs and the College of Humanistic
Studies.
About 20 students and three faculty members will participate in the program from MSU. Eight to 10 students from
Regensburg will attend MSU next fall.

Miller said she learned more
than she expected to learn.
''Aside from the fact that I
learned a lot about English
literature and English drama,
English people are not nearly
as stuffy as American people
think,'' she said.

GMAT scheduled for Jan. 18
3'he Graduate Management Admission Test will be administered on Jan. 18 at Murray State University.
Registration forms are available by contacting the Counseling and Testing Center in Or dway Hall. Registration fee is
$39, and an $18 .~upplemental testing center fee will be
charged. The deadline for submitting all forms is Dec. 17.

Student Affairs
mission heard
Staff Report

Don Robertson, associate vice
president of student affairs,
told the members of the Murray
State University Faculty
Senate Tuesday about the mission and philosophy of the student affairs office.
"The overall goal is to provide
a quality student life experience for our students,"
Robertson said.
H e said the overall
philosophy for the office should
be to consider each student as a
unique individual, provide a
total educational environment,
teach students citizenship and
leadersh ip outside the
classroom, take University programs to the students, tie the
student affairs mission to the
mission statemen t of the
University and integrate the
students into academic life.

He also told the senate that
the U ni
focus oi
the"need81of
students
and
students
and diversity of programming.
In regular business, the
senate discussed the recent
budget cuts handed down by
the University. Jim Hammack,
faculty regent, told the senate
there has been a 5.5 percent
drop in fu ll-time faculty
members, and a major prioirity
of the senate should be to increase the number of faculty.
In other business:
• The finance committee announced it is trying to accomplish an updated analysis of
the University budget.
•It was announced the Faculty
Handbook may be completed by
next semester.

Upward Bound receives DOE funds

~

The Upward Bound program at Murray State University
has received a supplemental grant of $37,157 from the
Department of Education.
Upward Bound is in its fmal year of a three-year funding
cycle. The initial grant for the 1991-92 academic year totaled
$22~&!lllo~ing the pro~~ to fun~J~Jl~chif;v,e;it;,~s
aad
we&•and plan acttvihes. The fi~ear:t.he aep;t;t.
'ment received $208,880, and the amount ha_s increased by 5
percent each year.
The supplemental grant will ' allow the program to hire a
new counselor, take high school seniors on trips to colleges
and hold panels with guest speakers on multicultur al
pluralism.

Applications being accepted
Mainstream, a magazine of the "Able-Disabled," is accepting applications for its third annual Best and Brightest,
Outstanding Disabled College Graduates award.
Criteria for the award include leadership, academics, involvement in the community and campus activities and selfadvocacy. Additionally, students must be graduating between July l , 1991 and June 30, 1992.
The winner will appear in the July issue of the magazine.
Applications are available by contacting Mainstream
magazine, 2973 Beech Street, San Diego, Calif. 92102 or call·
ing (619) 234-3138.
Applications are due Jan. 15.

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

You have one night.

It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used ViV'Min, maybe he could have mastcr<.'<f the solar
system faster, too.

_.. ,.. --

VIVARIN'
for fa~tpte/\ up -safe as cotfee

Revive with VIVARIN: -----
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Kennedy speaks on the environment
Speech coincides with the anniversary_of President John F. Kennedy's death
By LEIGH LANDINI
News Editor

Speaking out on environmental issues comes nntmally to
Robert F. Kennedy Jr.
Kennedy, the son of the late
Robert F. Kennedy and nephew
of the late President John J:;.,.
Kennedy, told reporters during
a press conference Nov. 21 at
Murray State Umversity that
his interest in environmental
issues can be attributed to the
work of his late father and the
Kennedy family.
"My father had a really
strong interest in protecting
natural areas of the country,"
Kennedy Raid.
He said his father took him
and his nine brothers and
sisters white-water rafting on

I

many rivers throughout the
country to help instill a strong
feeling for the environment.
RFK also taught his children
how the environment affected
the country's identity, culture
and history.
"He stressed to us from when
we were little how important
that connection was," Kennedy
said.
Ile said he believes his interest in the environment
began' at birth.
Kennedy spoke to Murray
State students, faculty and staff
as part of a free address on environmental issues, which was
!;ponsored by the Student
Government Association.
During his address, he told
the students he enjoyed speak-

ing to college students because
"We're all very proud of the a source of pride to the Ken·
they are the future leaders.
part our family hns played in nedy family.
In keeping with JFK's plans
Kennedy's uncle, the late national politics,'' Kennedy
for the American space pro.
President John F. Kennedy, said.
gram, Kennedy said more emalso spoke highly of the naNov. 22 marked the 28th an- phasis needs to be placed on the
tion's youth when he was cam- niversary of President ,John F.
space program.
paigning for office.
Kennedy's death in DallaH, and
''I think it's important to do
Politics are a lso another Robert F. Kennedy Jr. said he
natural aspect of the Kennedy is proud that American citizens more in the space program,"
Kennedy said. "There are
family.
still remember and honot· that many things that the space proAlthough Kennedy, a clinical day.
gram is allowing us to do."
professor and supervising atHe said the space program
''To
me,
it's
a
great
!-lource
of
torney at the Environmental
Litigation Clinic at Pace pride that I can come to places has allowed much data to be
University Law School in New like this and people still have a discovered about Earth, and the
York, deals with a political strong respect and high regard program should help monitor
issue such as the environment, for my father and uncle - 20 to life support systems of the
he said he does not wish to run 30 years after theil· deaths," planet.
Kennedy is a graduate of Harfor any elected offices at this Kennedy said. " I think that's
vard
University and received
something
that
is
touching."
time. He said, however, his
his
law
degree from the UniverHe
"aid
public
interest
in
the
family would support him if he
rememberanccs of the death:; is sity of Virginia Law School.
did.

ROBERT KENNEDY JR.

Environmental defender

I

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 7:30PM
Tickets Available At:
ON SALE SATURDAY!
Disc Jockey Records -Paducah
WHEELCHAIRSALES: MondayDec.9,1991 al9am.

Speaal Events TICket Office

t§'\

SIU Arena.

618·453·5341 •

12-7·91, Starting at 9:30 Charge by Phone

FACTORY DISCOUNT SHOES
- - - - - -1600 Main- Next to ATO _ _ _,..
753-9419

Ladies Dress & Casual

Shoe·s
$

95

Macintosh /lsi System.
Macintosh Classic®System.
Macintosh LC ~)'stem.
What's more, you may even qualify for the
Now's the right time to buy an Apple®
Macintosh® computer system. Because right now new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a
Macintosh now even easier.
you can save big on Apple's most popular comSo come in right now and check out the big
puters and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is
the right computer to help you achieve your best, savings on Macintosh. But hurry-these special
savings last only through january 5, 1992.
throughout college and beyond.

For all of your computer needs visit
Computer Source
$

95

#1 Dixieland Center • Murray, KY 42071
or call 759-4603
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VIEWPOINT
OOMMENTAJlY

EDITORIAL

DEANNA

OLSON

Santa, just bring
MSU a few items
Dear Santa,
It's us, here in the newsroom. Things have been
pretty hectic here, but we wanted to submit a few
requests before we left for the holidays. It has been
a rough year, so please grant as many as possible.
Good vibes are running around in the world, with
the Mid-East peace talks and all, so let's keep up
those vibes by granting the basketball team
another OVC Championship and Popeye Jones an
All-American. While we are in sports, also give the
football team a win to hail the coach in victory, not
a loss to chastise him in shame.
How about peace on campus, too? No, we are not
talking about noise reduction. We can tolerate Ozzie Ozbourne, but we cannot tolerate the anger and
violence in the residence halls.
We also need speed bumps along the Pedestrian
Plaza. You know how those Mario-wanna-be's in
the physical plant can get.
Oh! And about that special events center . .. if
you bring one, make sure 8,000 students at the
University can use it, rather than just 10 on the
basketball team. We are pretty sure the students,
and especially the track team, would love an indoor
track - and a new pool would be nice.
Students could also use better eating facilities.
We know we asked you last year to get rid of the
Smart Card, but we did not expect t he
Thoroughbred Room to go with it. If you bring the
eating facility, make sure everybody - students,
faculty a nd staff - can eat there. The faculty
deserves amenities, too.
Everybody is concerned about their welfare, but
sometimes we forget about our fellow beings. Before
we go any further, we want you to help out the
parents who have decided to come back to school.
Bring day care facilities to campus and take some of
the burden off the shoulders of the non-traditional
students.
Also, take the worry off of the shoulders ·of all ·
students and bring elevators that work, please. We
all have our ups and downs. Let us have them on the elevators, not the stairs.
And for a stocking-stuffer idea . . . how about condoms for all students so that they may have safer
sex this holiday season.
And one gift you could give all that would not cost
a dime. Could you tell us the location of the general
fund so we could all find out where our student activity fees are going? It would-answer a lot of our
questions.
Finally, we have been so selfish that we forgot to
ask you to bring a gift for one of our friends. Please
bring Brot her Jim salvation. We know it is the
perfect gift - better than the Isotoners we sent him
last year.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year,
the Murray State News Staff

'rhe
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Real graduation requirements revealed
Well , it's the end of an era.
My undergraduate college
career will come to an end in 11
short days, a nd I can't say I'm
tOQ sentimental about it.
, As a couple of friends and 1
looked back over t he years, we
realized we had accomplished a
lot in college, and most of it
wasn't in the classroom.
But we have filled out our
graduation packets a nd completed the two English, two
humanities, two IDC , one
science and one math course
and should have our diplomas
in hand soon.
Yet we have found some
things that no one seems to
graduate without experiencing
at least once in his college
career.
Here is our list of unofficial
graduation requirements.
• You have to get caugbt in
the Murray State monsoon
without an umbrella.
• You have to get five park·
ing tickets from t he same
ticket-writer.

• You will collect obscene
messages on your answering
MELANIE
machine from " Dan the Man"
and "Scary Gary."
BUCKLIN
• .You have to have the hall
1'!1n•
director search your room
EdltoriO!;
because you forgot to sign your
Chief
Dad out.
a You have to rearrange your
a You will have to s ign away room
at least 30 times.
your first born child so the desk
a
You
have to lock yourself
clerk will let you usc the
out
of
your
room when you
broken vncuum cleanel' in the
leave to take a shower in the
residence hall.
• You will hnve accumulated community bathroom and not
six unmatched socks thanks to take a robe with you.
the Sock Monster living in the • You will co11ect 808 Bibles
from the Gideons and not throw
campus dryer·s.
a You hnvc to get burnt nt lhem away because you think it
least, once while in l.hc ~;bower would be sacreligious.
A few of these requirements
because someone flushes the
may seem trite to some people,
toilet.
• You hAve to be call<'d a but some things just have to be
"tramp" or "sinnm·" by travel- accompli shed. Having completed ALL my graduation reing evange list Brother Jim.
I can accept my
quil·ements,
• You have to set off'the book
diploma knowing I have receivalarm in the librnry.
a You \\;11 choose the \\Tong ed the best educat ion possible
restroom and realize it only both inside and outside the
classroom.
after it is too late.

~

COMMHNTARY

Okay, a 21-year-old senior in
college has never been to a rock
concert. Sure.
It's true. Unless you count the
time I saw Paul Simon (that
was a cultural experience,
though - even my parents were
excited about that), I had never
in my somewhat limited experience at Murray State seen a
rock concert.
I realized that something was
missing from my college career.
I just wasn't sure I was willing
to change it.
I had always heard about the
terrible fights, drug-induced
brawls, stabbings and riots at
rock concerts. Parents are
always quick to tell you how
wild your generation seems to
be getting. But I was an adult,
wasn't I? All I needed was the
opportunity to slide carefully
into the concert scene.
So when my boyfriend triumphantly announced that he was
taking me to my firSt rock concert, I recognized the
opportunity.
"Metallica ," he said,
grinning.
'
My friends tried to warn me.
My co-workers told me terrible
stories to prepare me for the experience. " You'll go straight to
hell for three hours!, one said.
But it was nothing like that.
It was worse.
Culture shock does not begin
to describe that concert. I survived a road trip from Southern
11linois University to St. Louis
in a Mustang GT with four guys
who periodically screamed,
" Yeah, Metallical" every time
the CD player skipped.
These were people who live
normal lives, go to school, and
sleep at scheduled times. Each
underwent a total transformation, both physically (black
leather strung everywhere) and
mentally ("Metallica rules!").
To make a long nightmare
short, I left the earplugs in the
car (a mile away), waded
through seas of black, spiked
leather, learned to identify the
smell of marijuana (I promise!)
and missed my English class
the next morning. All in the
name of culture.
Next time, I'd rather eat
worms.
DEANNA OLSON is a senior
public relations major from
Paducah.

Student loses his respect for Johnson after announcement

Melanie Bucklin

Viewpoint editor

Rock concert
is culture shock

LE'riERS

111 Wileon Hall
2609 University Station
Murray State Univenity
Murray, Kentucky 42071

James Lockwood

Senior

To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
Eric Walker's question about
Magic Johnson in the Nov. 22
issue, "Why do bad things happen to good people?"
If Magic had not slept around
with all the " ladies," he would
not have the problem he has.
Simply put, he •• ... received in
his own person the due penalty
for his error.'' (Romans 1:27)
No, I do not respect Magic
anymore. Sure, he could play
basketball, but him telling us
how to have safe sex is like having the Florida church a rsonist
teach fire safety!
Oh, we can learn from his
mistake and use condoms. I feel
much better now that Magic
has told us, "Safe sex is the way
to go." Yeah, right.
Condoms at·e not able to keep
anybody from getting AIDS.
The first time someone gets
AIDS while wearing a condom ,
t he company that manufactures them better hope the guy
dies before he sues them.
They ought to put a warning
on condom boxes like they do on
cigarette boxes. " Warning: If
you have sex, this condom will
not protect you from contrac-

ting HIV infcci ion and you may
. "
d lC.
Abstinnnce is the only way lo
go if we wont lo avoid getting
AIDS or any other veuerenl
d i~eaFie.

DistJ·ibuting condoms to kids

nl school is like t elling the kids
that their parents are liars and .
it is okay to have sex if you
have your condom on.
lfyou ask me, Magic is no prophet of God, and if he keeps giving 110 percent like he said he

African students demand
an apology for remarks
from Carribean club
To the Editor:
An African student attended the talent show
on Thursday night, Nov. 21, at the Curris
Center. The statements the master of ceremonies
made were very ins ulting to the Africans, and 'tve
demand a public apolob'Y s ince they were made
puhlidy.
To quote his own words, this is what he said:
''Let me make lhis clenr. We, the Carribeans, do
not sleep on the f,'1·ound. Like you people, we
sleep in beds; we are not Africans and we a re
very far from Afa·icans."
You may force the Cnrribean Students' Club to
imagine that it is fur from the Africans, but you
can never change histol'y.
Leonard Kanturnoya
G1·aduatc student
Editor's Note: Eight other students signed this
letter. The orrginal letter and their Signatures are
on file at The Murray State News.

would off the courts as he did on
them, then I do not want to be
a nywhere near him when he
does!
Jason L. Groppel
Student

Reader questions News
coverage of student death
To the Editor:
I am writing about your poor coverage of the
suicide in the paper.
Yes, it was a suicide, and, yes, housing tried to
cover it up •• .
I understand that the family did not want to
see stories about their son, but as students we
ha ve a right to know what happened and why.
If people would start talking more about
suicide and hear more about it, then maybe fewer
people would do it. There are two things college
students think about aside from classes - sex
and suicide.
If the University would let us know what is going on around here instead of brushing
everything under the carpet, then students
would not think that having thoughts of suicide
is so abnormal.
Being at an educational institution means we
are supposed to learn, especially about the harsh
realities of life. Stop hiding the truth from us.
Mark McCallen
Senior
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AIDS requires students' attention
- SURVIVING THE AIDS EPIDEMIC qt#r£~'!1hw44%t~'t'l'"Y"·*~;pt
Today, blood transfusions are regulated and AIDS attacks a person's immune system and
testedfor HIV. These statisticsforsevenyears, damages his ability to fight disease.
however, show that the number of cases
doubled almost every year until 1987, when
J. Vtn.llllerl
AIDS awareness became greater.
..... blood celll.
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In the United States, as of 1990, nearly all patients with AIDS fall into the following categories: homosexual or bisexual men (about 70
percent), intravenous drug users (20 percent),
heterosexual contacts of infected partners (4
percent), children born to infected mothers {1
percent). Other individuals at risk include pre1985 blood transfusion recipients. Nearly 90
percent of all people with AIDS are 20 to 49
years of age.
Source: CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL

Education,
.awareness
tare goals

You can get more Information about HIV lnfectlon, AIDS and AIDS
testing by calling several hot lines operated by state and local health
departments and AIDS education services, Including:

t~P~Y~A~M
__Y=L~E_A~R~~r>~..~~~'~·~ ~· ,
Associate Editor

The AIDS epidemic has
created certain important
0 responsibilities for colleges and
<iuniversities in their relationships with students and
..}iemployees.
~ ''In the early years (of the
epidemic), institutions were setting up rigid policies. I never
• believed that is what we should
do here,'' said Roberta Garfield,
b nurse practitione·r and administrator for student health
. services. "We abide by the
American College Health
Association recommendations,
and those are in conjunction
with. the Center for Disease
Control."
The American College Health
Association recommends institutions adopt general
policies and respond to each
case as required by its particular facts, Garfield said.
~ She said student health services will work with University
• officials to further educate the
University community about
HIV (human immunodeficiency
virus) infection and AIDS (acr quit·ed immune deficiency
f: syndrome).
"We are trying to establish in
~ the curriculum an ongoing
thing, not just about AIDS but
a
1 healthy lifestyle in general,''
' Garfield said, "which includes
J, things like drugs, sexually
transmitted diseases, alcohol
and drug problems, eating
disorders, depression, suicide
and the general things that affect college students."
Garfield said she has
presented various programs at
residence halls and humanities
l'l freshman orientation classes,
but more effort needs to be
, focused on helping students
build the skills that would
enable them to practice safer
health behaviors.
One new method, she said, is
•. establishing a peer educator
;-, pro~am .
"We will teach groups,
whether they are RAs, fraterni~· ty leaders, minority leaders or
' · non-b·aditionalstudent leaders,
• and they in turn will teach
you,'' she said. "We found
~ students respond better to their
u peers. The main thing we hope
I de \' 't11 thesr· pl'ograms is to
o ~.: I .•1 , not JUSt toaymg no'
ll or practicing safer sex, but how
"l do you do it, how to dialogue
nnci talk nho11t it."
d

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON AND SONIA PEREIRA

Kentucky AIDS
National AIDS
lnfonnatlon
lnfonnatlon
1-80Q-654-AIDS
1-800-342-AIDS
canoway County
Health Depllrtment
753-3381
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

Virus hits immunities
By AMY LEAR

She said education is essential to prevention.
"Had we started t he AIDS education programs
back in 1981 we wouldn't have t his problem,"
she said. "We would still have AIDS, but not t he
epidemic."
For those who may be concerned that they have
been exposed to the virus, testing for mv infection is available at no cost at the MurrayCalloway County Health Department.
"We offer both confidential and anonymous
test ing," said Ramona Ledford, a registered
nurse and AIDS coordinator for the Christian
County Health Department. "The blood is sent to
a state lab and is confirmed there. We don't give
results over the phone. This allows us to follow
up with patients and to pr otect th eir
confidentiality."
Ledford said it usually takes two weeks or 10
work ing days to have the test results.
Accurate testing for HIV ant ibodies requires
two different tests. The screening test is called
the ELISA test. Positive ELISA tests are confirmed by a second test, either the Western Blot
or the IFA, according to the American College
Association's pamphlet on HIV infection and
AIDS.
The ELISA test is highly accurate, but it does
have some limitations, such as false positive or
negative test results.
"It may take up to six months to convert to
positive, and just because you test negative there
is no reason you are absolutely sure you aren't
infected," Garfield said.
Students who are concerned about whether or
not to be tested can seek advice and counseling at
student health services, she said.
"Sometimes people who ask about mv testing
are so far away from any high risk behavior that
there is no rea8on to be tested," Garfield said.
1
'Most heterosexual people who are not bisexual
and are not doing risky things are not going to
have to fear AIDS."
Ledford said health department workers spend
much time talking to people who come in to be
tested.
"If they do have a reactive test, t hen they know
there are things they can do,, she said. "I've had
to tell people t liey have tested positive, and some
take it real well and say they're not going to let it
stop them, and I've had some say they are going
to go home and blow their brains out."

Associate Editor

It has been a decade since AIDS was first
recognized as a distinct syndrome, and the
presence of the disease still causes undue fears
even in the age of heightened awareness and
education.
AIDS {acquired immune deficiency syndrome)
is the most life·threatening condition caused by
mv (human immunodeficiency virus) infection.
When someone is sick with AIDS he is in the
fmal stages of a series of health problems caused
by a virus that can be passed from one person to
another mainly through sexual contact or
through the sharing of intravenous drug needles
and syringes used for shooting drugs.
· "What really happens when you get AIDS is
your immune system breaks down. Organisms
such as Pneumosystis pneumonia, which is called an opportunistic bug, can get in," said Roberta
Garfield, nurse practioner and administrator for
student health services. "It (an opportunistic infection) doesn't normally make healt hy people
sick, but when your immune system is deficient,
then all of these can infect and kill you. Basically
an AIDS patient dies of opportunistic infection."
Once an individual is infected, several
possiblities exist.
"Some people may become infected and be
symptom-free, while others develop sort of flulike symptoms," Garfield said.
Those who become infected but show no signs
are still capable of infecting others, she said.
According to a brochure published by the
surgeon general, a person may develop a disease
that is less serious than AIDS, referred to as
AIDS Related Complex (ARC).
ARC is a condition caused by HIV infection in
which the patient tests postive for HIV but the
symptoms are often less severe than those of someone who has "classic" AIDS.
According to the brochure, people with the mv
infection may not have symptotns for many
years, and the average period of time from infection to serious symptoms seems to average nearly 10 years.
About two of every 1,000 collfge .~tudents are
infected with HIV, according ~o a study conducted by the Center'for Disease CoiitroY. r
"IDV infection is essentially lethal, but HIV
infection is an absolutely preventable condition,"
Garfield said.

Misconceptions occur
By KRISTIE HELMS
Campus Life Editor

In light of the recent announcement by Magic Johnson
that he is infected with HIV,
many people have discovered
that AIDS is not just a
"homosexual disease."
That misconception is only
one of many t he public has
about HIV (human im munodeficiency virus), said
Ramona Ledford, a registered
nurse and AIDS coordinator for
the Christian County Health
Department.
"I have people ask me, 'Can I
catch it from the toilet seat?'
'Will I get it if I breathe the
same air they breathe?' or,
'What if I use the same utensils
they did?' " she said.
According to a pamphlet provided by the American College
Health Association, HIV can be
transmitted by particular kinds
of sexual contact; by direct exposure to infected blood; and by
an mv-infected woman to her
child during pregnancy,
childbirth or, possibly, during
breastfeeding.
The people most at risk for
catching the virus include more
than just homosexuals, Ledford
said.
"At-risk people are also IV
(intravenous) drug users, people with multiple sex partners,
persons who have had sex with
homosexuals or someone who is
not sure of their sexual history,
like, say, if they had sex with
someone they didn't know,''
Ledford said. "Also, people who
had blood transfusions between
1978 and 1985, hemophiliacs
and prostitutes are at risk."
People can avoid becoming infected with HIV, she said.
"Abstinance is, of course, the
one sure way; it's just the best
policy," Ledford said. "Or if
you're in a monogomous relationship you !=!houldn't be
worried.
"1 also tell people they should
practice safer sex," she said.
"And by safer sex, I mean using

11

The risk in the
blood supply
now is very
minute as compared to a few
years ago."
Roberta Garfield
student health
services

a condom in the correct
manner."
Using a condom, however, is
not always the best manner of
prevention, Ledford said.
"These novelty condoms are
not always effective. If you use
a novelty condom, be sure to
use a regular one underneath,"
she said.
Talking with a sex partner
about using condoms can be embarrassing, but with the chance
of getting AIDS (acquired immune deficiency syndrome)
growing more likely, it should
be done, Ledford said.
"I think if you can ever get
beyond that point where you
say (to your partner), 'Hey, we
need to talk,' then you can
break down a lot of barriers,"
she said.
Many people worry that they
could contract the virus
through kissing someone who is
infected, she said.
"There have been no
documented cases of transmission of HIV from casual kissing;
however, deeper kissing may
have its risks," Ledford said.
Some college students worry
t hey might catch the virus from
someone in the dor ms, said
Roberta Garfield, nurse pr acti·
tioner and administrator for
Murray State University's student health services.
" Thert: is still that
homophobia among students
that if 1 live in the dorm and
t here ia someone who is

homosexual I will get AIDS,"
she said. "There have been
hundreds of retrospective
studies on people who have had
AIDS, but we didn't know that
is what it was, and there was
not one case of a family member
catching it lly casual contact."
Health care workers have
also become concerned about
catching the virus from an in·
fected patient.
''I've had people worried that
they might get it if they stop
and help someone who has been
in an accident and is bleeding.
You won't get AIDS by sWimming in a PQOI. even if
My advice is to put something • som~ in the pool has it. You also won't geUt fro~
on the wound before caring for
them," she said. "There are just , ' thetowelsi~a~ room, the shower,1heWhirlpool
universal precautions that appor the exercise.equipment. .
.::'». ·
ly to all of us. You have to be
careful, not just for that (AIDS)
school Witti someone 'whO
but for everything."
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AIDS from blood transfusions
has been drastically reduced in
,;:yoq tiPn~ g~t
a:mo$quito bite.·· .
recent years, Garfield said.
"'~1raniroftted.' t~rOU am0 .
saliva ~ a···anoS.IIK.itlkl
"The risk in the blood supply
5
·· B
v E·n
9\IQir &
now is very minute as com~-: won•tgit tfffomt~, fli~s or other insects* annrar..,.,,
pared to a few years ago. It has
. :;.. . %t ' =~ ~1~
been reduced because of the
way they test the blood now,"
~tS and, domestic animafs·are not a S(.)ur~ of
Garfield said.
BIV infeCtion.
,
,. ,,
A person who receives one
pint of blood during an operaYou M>n~getAJDSfrom sallv' sweat, tears, urine or
tion, even if the virus is in it,
probably will not be infected,
a
movement
she said.
'
"However, someone who is in
You won't get AIDS from clothes, a telephooe or:·a ,
an auto accident has to maybe
toilet seat" It can't be pass$(~ by using a glass or
get 10 units of blood and is
much more at risk because you
.-eating utensils someone else has used.
.,.
:} - ~( -·-.·¥: _
:i>:~~
still have that window where a
person may test negative but
·., Yot~,WO(l:l getitby beillg on a bus, train or.crowei':KJ,"'"
still be infected,'' Garfield said.
· elevat9i
a' person who is infeotea with
College students especially
. WbO' Jfas ;iAIOS'~ ·. '· , . .
,,: ·
should be concerned about
becoming infected with HIV,
Ledford said.
"We used to be considered a
low-risk area, but being so close
.• " .·.·.·
to a large city like Nashville
and having major universities
~oonat;ng
ls~ nOt' risk}' at 811.-You C~Plnotget .
so close, we've got a lot of young
·AIDS by ~09
The needles used
people having sex around
donations
brarid new. Once they are use.c:f, thfjy
here," she said, "and the exarede~~. ,
perts are telling us that this is
the group we're going to need to
be concerned about."
Source: STUDENT HEALTH
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
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Rowland a believer in
working with students
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By LORI SHAIN
Staff Wnter

Photo by TRENT REDMOND

DEADLINES AMUSE ME
Kristi Isbell, a senior printing management major from
Grayville, Ill., looks at negatives and prints for Shield yearbook. Production on the student-produced publication is
half way completed. The five-section, 292 page book will
be dlstibuted this spring.

For Renee Rowland, coor·
dinatot· of residential services
at Murray State University and
a 1984 MSU graduate, there is
no such thing as a typical day.
Rowland, who fille d t he
residential services coordinator
position in July, said she
handles complaints from
students not receiving mail,
from students who have been
written up for infractions in t he
residence halls and from security guards who have been given
a hard time by students.
. ''Sometimes my days a re
disrupted, ·• Rowland said, "but
I enjoy my job and working for
the housing office.
"Overall I am a strong
believer of being able to work
'
with students," she said.
"I believe students don't take
advantage of services offered by
the University, or students are
afraid to ask, thinking they will
be turned away or given t he
run·around when, in most
cases, that doesn't happen," she
said.
After receiving her bachelor's
degree in social work, Rowland

"When I have
these discipline
conferences,
students think
before they get
in here they are.
judged," she
said. "but I
don't form my
opinion until I
hear their
side."
Renee Rowland
coordinator of
residential services

enlisted in t he Army to earn
money for graduate school.
While in graduate school at
MSU, she worked with the
housing office in minority
programming.
"While I was doing my
undergraduate studies," she

said, "I lived in the dorms, and
I often asked why certain rules
were in place, but I am grateful
now they were."
When a student breaks a rule,
Rowland said, she talks to the
person and tries to be fair in her
j udgments.
" When I have these discipline
conferences, students think
before they get in here they are
j udged," she said, "but I don't
form my opinion until I hear
their side."
Rowland said she wants to
work with students, not against
them, a nd she is working on
new discipline programming to
reflect that attitude. She said
once a student is sent to her,
th ree write-ups on that student
have alr eady been filed in the
residence hall.
For ser ious offenses, Rowland
wa nts students to present their
own programs explaining their
offenses and giving other
students reasons to avoid the
same activities.
"In J anuary, we have a student doing a program because
of a n alcohol offense," she said.
"The program will deal with
responsibilities of drinking as a

college student."
Although alcohol offenses are
common, visitation violations
are the most common in the
residence halls, Rowland said.
"Trash and noise are next,"
she said, "and alcohol is fourth
or flfth.''
Rowland had planned a safety
awareness week for the second
week in November, but circumstances beyond her control
caused the cancellation of the
program.
She is also involved in an
ongoing effort to improve the
campus mail system.
"I am also working on new
ideas and new ways to handle
discipline . . . more creative
sanctions," she said.
Rowland said, however, her
main objective is to help
students see the housing office
in a better light.
"I want to assist in changing
the image of the housing office," she said.
"We only see people when
there is a problem, so they
think we are out to get them,"
she said. ''But, we are here to
do whatever they would like us
to do."

Government grants allow expansion
~
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J
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Chemistry; biology allotted money for eQuipment, academics
in research projects."
Muscio said that at the end of
the
grant period of two years, a
Funding from governmental
organizations enables Murray report must be filed telling how
State University's departments the money was spent and what
of chemistry and biology to ex- was achieved using lhe grant.
"You have to report back
pand research capabilities and
what
you did, but they assume
undergraduate studies.
"We received a $20,000 grant that, in general, the t·esearcher
from the American Chemical knows best what is the most efSociety exclusively for ficient way to spend the
research," said chemistry pro- money," he said.
Edmund J . Zimme'r er, assisfessor Oliver Muscio. "The
Petroleum 'Research Fund tant professor of biological
Grant is specifically for the pur- science, said he co-authored a
pose of encouraging proposal for a $100,000
undergraduates to get involved research grant from the NaBy MICHELE CARLTON

Assistant News Editor
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tiona) Institute of Health.
''At the end of the three-year
grant period there is a final project report due. They may not
check step by step, dollar for
dollar, but t here is a check ," he
said.
The grant includes dollar s for
daily supplies and equipment
and money to support graduate
and undergraduate work.
1• "In the long run, if they're
not happy with our productivity, then we're not going to get
funded again," Zimmerer said.
' Both departments received
funding for equipment from the

National Science Foundation
(NSF} in the form of grants.
"The grant that I directed
was \ for t he purchase of a
nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometer ," Muscio said,
"an instrument that's used for
determining the detailed struc·
ture of organic compounds."
Muscio said the depar1ment
does not have leeway in spending the money with this type
of grant.
"In the proposal we t old what
we intended to buy and what
we would do with it," he said.
"There should be some con-

nection between what we said
we were going to do and what
we did do in the fmal report."
Muscio said between the time
the proposal was written and
the time it was funded t he instrument the department
orig i nal l y wanted was
discontinued.
" We e nd e d u p b uying
something with capabilities in
some areas that were greater
than we had originally plann·
ed," he said.
Zimmerer said the NSF grant
helped to fund the purchase of
an olgonucleotide synthesizer,

an instrument that makes
small pieces of DNA (Deox·
yribonucleic Acid), he said.
"Having our own machine
saves us a lot of money," he
said. "In order to get these
olgonucleotides made commer·
cially, we spend anywhere bet·
ween $100 and $300 a piece.
Now we can make our own for
as little as $30 or $40."
Both NSF awards were mat·
ching grants. For every dollar
that is funded by the grant, he
said, the University has to
match that amount.

.~ CALENDAR
Friday Dec. 6
"Dicbnl' Chrlllmn 1111.•
6-9 p.m.. Roy Stewart
Stadium concoun;e. Free
admission.
1tma Choir COMtfl 8 p.m.,
Annex Recital Hall of Doyle
Fine Arts Center. Free
admission.

Saturday Dec. 7
Mlaollltl C1ultc lmttltlonal

Hcne Show. 9:30a.m., West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
ExpositionCenter. Free
admission.
"DDcclenn' Clwtltmll1 111.• 6-9
p.m., Roy Stewart Stadium
ConcollfSe. Free admission.
RGtlry Clult lrtakfaiiA Annuli

•A Clwllbnn C:.rvL• 8 p.m.•
Playhouse In the Park. Call
759-1752 for tickets.

Cfwtllm• ....... Ham
breakfast 6·1 0a.m .• Pagllal's
restaurant; parade follows on
Main Street.

Sunday Dec. B
H~n~ lng ar 1M a,.en. 4-5
p.m., Currls Center atrium.
Reception followed by
program.

Monday Dec. 9
Cllrlltmn Toys IIIII Dollllllow.
Calloway County Public
Ubrary. On display through

December.

•A Clwtllmas Clrvt.• 2 p.m.,
Playhouse In the Park. Call
759·1752 for tickets.

Tuesday Dec. 10
"MMtnlflclt.• 8 p.m., LOYIIt
Auditorium. fnle admission.

Wednesday Dec. 11
..., Day. Ctaaea dismissed.

111111111a11a.e. 7 p.m., Racer
Arena. Lady Racers va. East
T11C1S State.

Thursday Dec. 12
Rill Eunllnlll-ltelln.
O,en Rldlftt. 5·10 p.m., West
Kentucky LivestOCk Show and
Elqlosltlon Center. Free
admission.

•A Cllrllbl.- c:anL• 8 p.m.,
Playhouse In the Park. Gall
759·1752 for tickets.

Senior Recital. 3:30p.m., Farrell
Recital Hall of Doyle Ane Arts
Center. Free admission.

An._l Cln Wort:lllaf. 8:30
a.m. to 3:30p.m., Breathitt
Veterlnaty Centllr In
Hopkinsville. fnle admission,
Call (502)886-3959 for more
Information.

.llnlar Recltll. 2 p.m .• Annex
Recital Hall of Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Free admission.

Calendar Information
The calendar lists MiniS of
general Interest to the Unlver·
stw community. To place your
activity onthe calendar, st09 by
T1lf Murray Stlte Mtws office
(111 Wilson Hall) and complete
a calendar form. Deadline fOf
calendar submissions Is noon
Monday prior to the Frlday Is·

sue.

T1lfMumy Stile News lsts
events IS space ~· T1lf
1«1ws Is not responslbleforthe
events or Information listed In
this calendar.
762-4468

~

Lordy, Lordy Look Who's

\\

~

New Life Christian Bookstore
Contemporary Christian Tapes
Dayspring Greeting Cards

~:

The Sisters of

Alpha Omicr-on Pi.

Living Epistle T-Shirts
753-1622

The Brothers of

i ~K

GALE ANDERSON
at
HAIR WORKS
759-7455

~!

'·
...~.

Give yourself a lift.
Matrix perms for
longer-lasting more
natural curls.
Call our style experts
today for a free
consultation.

~

~

~~

~

~
~
~
~

..

~
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for a 6reat
Thanksgiving
Dinner.

Need a Perm
J for the Holidays?

~ matrix
11
1104 Story A-venue
1 BJock South of.M urrayToyoca 641 South
0

wish to congratulate our
outstanding Order of Omega
new initiates/

Ginna Curling
Kathy Blackbur11
Christy Norris

Kimmi Paschall
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Crime up
!!Y AM Y GREWE

holidays

CRIME PREVENTION TIPs

Staff Writer

Although the holidays are
• Lock room and car doors.
supposed to be a season for giv• Never carry large sums c;>f money.
ing, some people see it as a
:season for taking from others
• Report any criminal inciden~ immediately. On campus, call
and, as a result, the crime rate
, 2222 for public Safety. · ~':
·
·
at Munay State University
• Engrave valuable items. with an identification number.
~oes up every year at this time.
. ·Efj.gravers are ·available at public safety.
.,,; ..:.~·
"Around this time of the year,
IIi Milke an lnvent<lry list of items in a room or Office. .
prior to the holidays and the en·
ding of school, our crime rate
• Never leave a purse, wallet or bookbag unattended.
usually picks up because of peo·
ple wanting additional money
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
and they're willing to take ad·
vantage of other people," said cealed, such as jewelry and know you have it then chances
Joe Green, director of public money, are a high priority. are you're not going to lose it,"
safety.
Computer product~:> and stereo he said.
According to a pamphlet
Green said people steal a equipment are also easy
published by public safety titl variety of items.
targets.
"It's a variation of things," he
Green said common sense is ed "30 Ways You Can Prevent
said. "Our book crime is not the best form of crime Crime," people should never
that heavy because we have a prevention.
carry large sums of cash. By
flashing
money, they are ask·
very high percentage rate of
"When you leave a room that
recovery on cooks because it's has valuable property in it, it ing for trouble. Also, women
difficult for a person to sell a needs to be locked," he said. " It should have a good grasp on
book without having to identify only takes seconds to pick their purses and men should
themselves to the people something out of a desk drawer carry their wallets in their
they're selling it to if it's to a and it's gone.
front pockets.
company or bookstore."
Green said he encourages peo"The same thing with an
Green said public safety has automobile. You don't want to ple to report if they see someone
about a 90 percent rate of leave valuable stuff laying in taking something that doesn't
recovery on stolen books.
the seat even if the car is lock- belong to them.
He said, however, small items ed. Put it in the trunk out of · "We have 8,000 students in
that can be picked up and con- sight. If the person doesn't school here, and we ask them if

all

they see something wrong, even
if it's parking, to call up here,"
he said. "That gives us a lead or
some direction we can go with.''
Green said public safety gets
calls from students frequently.
"We have a good relationship
with the :student body, and we
have a lot of people who
cooperate with us," he said.
Green said after discovering
something has been stolen,
report it immediately. It also
helps to identify the prop~rty
by either photographs or by
putting identifying marks or
numbers. like a social security
number, on it.
"If you cannot positively identify it then the courts will not
give it back to you if it il:l
recovered," he said. ''You have
got to be able to positively identify it.
Green said the University is
not responsible for any stolen
property, but they wil1 do
everything they can to help
recover it.
"That's what we're here for,"
he said. "Service is the only
product we have. We'll go above
and beyond whatever it takes to
get the person's property back."

Store owners: Shoplifting a problem
By AMY GREWE

blem at the stot·e.
"There's not a whole lot you can do to
avoid it," Wilson said. ''If you see someone
who looks suspicious, keep an eye on him
and call management."
Wilson said both the age of shoplifter::;
and the items they take vary.
"They come as young as 10 and up to 67
years old. We have a variety of different
types," she said. "They will take cigaret·
tea, aspirins, packages of lunch meat and
health and beauty aid items."
Mike Stevenson, a manager at Wal-Mart,
said shoplifting is a constant problem for
them too.
"It occurs every day," Stevenson said.
"Their ages vary. We get older people and
young kids."
Mounted cameras 'and 1 RftrrorSl1\r() two
methods the store usest'Jo t~\o "kebp
shoplifting down. The customer service

Staff Writer

Living in a small town can otTer the ad·
vantage of a low crime rate. One crime that
hasn't escaped Murray, however, is
shoplifting.
Shoplifting is not out of control yet, said
Melodie Jones, public information officer
at the Murray Police Department.
''I wouldn't classify it as a problem,"
Jones said. "The rate of occutTence is con·
sistent with nationwide statistics. Last
year we made around 60 arrests, which is
relatively small."
Jones said nationwide most acts of
shoplifting occur at discount stores,
drugstores and department stores.
"Here most of them occur at Wal-Mart
f! Od K-Mart," Jones said.
Jo Wilson, customer service manager at
Kroger, said shoplifting is a serious pro·

desk also tries to prevent shoplifting by
checking people's bags when they enter the
store.
Stevenson said when an employee finds
someone trying to shoplift, the store
prosecutes.
"We bring them to the back and get information," S'tcvenson said. " Then we call the
police, and fl'om there it is up to them."
Jenni Stambaugh, loss prevention
manager at K·Murt, said the store has
taken measures in an effort to cut the
amount of shoplifting.
"We have a lot more security on the noor
as well as a lot more mirrors in the store ,"
she said.
Jones said once someone is brought in on
shoplifting charges the person can be cited
into court ana reJeasea tin his own recognizance, or he can be taken to jail.

0
EY
FOR COLLEGE
Every student Is eligible for some

Send~ address IDd Sl

fcc (n:tundabJe) to:
Sludellt Senices

FRANK ELWELL, chairman of the sociology, a nthropology
and social work department at Murray State University,
gave a speech titled "Postindustrial Dreams" in the department's colloquium series Nov. 4.
His thesis included points from his recent book and critiques of such futurists as Toffier and Naisbitt .
MURRAY STATE EQUESTRIAN TEAM MEMBERS won 11 in-

dividual first-place awards and one team first· place award in
the Murray State University Horse Show.
'

DON ROBERTSON, associate vice-president of student af.

fairs at Murray State University, was selected as a faculty
fellow for the week of Nov. 22.
Robertson is a faculty fellow for Hart Hall a nd participates
in other halls' activities.
He came to Murray State from Marsha ll University in
West Virginia.
CHUCK HULICK and ROBERT MCGAUGHEY are the faculty

fellows for the first two weeks of December.
Hulick, associate professor of education, was chosen as t he
faculty fellow for the week of Dec. 2. He is a faculty fellow for
Springer Hall.
McGaughey, chairman of the department of journalism and
radio/television, was chosen as the faculty fellow for the week
of Dec. 9. He is a faculty fellow for Regents Ha ll.

POUCEBEAT
Dec. 2
5:18 p.m. - The Applied Science Building a nd the
Blackburn Science Building were evacuted when physical
plant was notified of smoke coming out of the mechanical
room of the Applied Science Building. An electrical flre was
found in the Applied Science Building, causing both the
buildings to fill with smoke. The Murray Fire Department
and an electrician were notified.

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compikd by
April Dumanski, reporter, from materials availabk to the
public from the public safety departTMnt.

I
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New Age &: Instrumental Ta.pes - - . . Banners Balloons
Sruffed Animals

P.tH

P. 0. Box 22-4026
Roll
, FL 3..1011

LUIS BARTOLUCCI and NEIL V. WEBER, faculty members
at Murray State University, wer e recognized at the 11th
meeting of the Society of Latin American Remote Sensing
Specialists in Cuzco, Peru.
Bartolucci, associate professor of geosciences, was recognized as a distinguished member and national representative of
the organization in the U.S.
He was also recognized by the European Space Agency for
his continous support to a ll space-related activities in the
Central American, South American and Caribbean regions of
the hemisphere.
Weber, chairman of the Murray State department of geosciences, was recognized by the president of SELPER for his
active participation in the United States chapter of the
ot·ganization.
More than 200 scientists from around the world attended
the event.

Fine Chocolates
Truffles
Homemade Fudge Hard Candies - TbJs Week 201M!'
Peanut Brittle
.
Off
.
~~ .An Assortment of Sugarless Sweets

of grades or parental Income.
AvailabiL' lrn mediatcl\'~
SPtdal grants proJI'IDl
!!very SIUdcnt eligible
No one turned down
Simple application

PEOPLE

Foster's Candy
&Gifts

type of financial aid- regardless

Financial Aid

Page 7A

GT Mountain Bikes and Accessories

Spoke & Pedal
p
Bel Air Center
~.ILl- TU'~..
753-0388

WE DELIVER!
Bel-Air Center

759-9838

now in stock at:

GU~

s

ATTENTION!!
The coupon in the student directory for '1Jae Mane Event is
incorrect. It SHOULD read: COUPON GOOD FOR ONE FREE

TANNING SESSION WITH PURCHASE OF TEN VISITS.
We are sorry for any inconvience thiS may have caused.
CateCHne

r:------------------$
$
COUPON
GOOD FOR ONE FREE
TANNING SESSION

i

I

I

l

$

(1 Coupon Per Customer)
Offer Expires May 92

Student GovernmentAssociation

$2.50
Non-Student
Showtimes

with purchase of 10 visits
The Mane Event· 753-MANE

1.:.------I

PublicatioDs aud Uterature

StudentiD

3:30,7:00,
&

$
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Time short for finding the perfect gift
By AMY GREWE

and

·

SHERRY DICKINSON
Staff Writers

As the countdown to
Christmas begins, shoppers are
diligently searching for the
perfect holiday gifts. For
students, the search is often
divided between Murray and
their hometowns.
Many students turn to the
University Bookstore as a
source for presents. Steve
• Smith, a senior English major
, from Terre Haute , Ind., said he
does much of his shopping
there.
"My family enjoys receiving
gifts from Murray State,"
Smith said. "It is also conve.
nient for me to do my
Christmas shopping there."
College students living on
budgets, however, must al$0
know how to shop smart.
Janie Yearry, department
manager at Wal-Mart, said
practical gifts are the best bet.
"I would say items like
gloves," Yearry said. "They're
not very expensive and one size
fits all, so you wouldn't huve to
worry about getting the right
size."
She said customers can get a
pair of Equalizer gloves for
about $3.
Yearry said gift sets for men
and women would also make
nice items. They Atart around
$5, she said.

Other practical items, she will have a railroad and com·
said, are purses, which run pany ornament premiere until
about $5 to $12, and sweatsuits, Dec. 13, which offers ornaments
which are about $10.
for $3.95 with any $5 pw·chase.
"We also have Santa Claus
Yearry also said scarves and
umbrellas also make good gifts, and Rodney Reindeer pufand shoppers can usually pur· falumps for $7.95," she said.
chase them for under $10.
Parrish said customers can
Hilda Miller, sales clerk at get stationary, photoholders,
Wal-Mart, said some people calendars and books for under
like to make craft items for $10 and organizers from $10 to
Chl"istmas.
$20.
Swift suggested anyone who
"You can decorate aT-shirt or
sweatshirt for under $10," has any last-minute shopping
Miller said. "We also have, for should do it soon because items
people who really enjoy doing are going fast and special store
crafts, glue guns. Larger ones hours are being set for the shopcost $16, but you can get ping season.
For some students, Christmas
smaller ones for $4."
She said people can also make shopping in Murray is not only
hair clips inexpensively.
inconvenient but also
"You can make them out of frustrating.
.
kits for about $1.56," she said.
Jennifer Moore, a senior
Miller said Wal-Mart also has English and journalism major
potpow·ri kits for $4.96 and from Frankfort, said shopping
at borne is more convenient.
cross stitch kits from $2 to $3.
"Everyone I shop for is at
Charlotte Swift, merchandis~qph2
i&ii6JF, ~~
-l _ _,.. _:e;:;c,
ing team member at K-Mart, home:' Moore said, "so it's
Illustrations by MARK ADAMS
said gift ideas vary from earr· easier for me to do it there and
keep
the
gifts
at
home."
ings to popcorn to candy tins.
"You can get earrings starIf she needs a gift for a friend not related to high prices and mother's charge card in Murray
ting at $9.99 and go up," Swift in Murray, Moore said, she limited selections. Sheila she always knows," Owen said,
said. "Colognes run from $3 to shops at home during the Rawlins, a senior business "but if I charge something at
home, there is a 50-50 chance
~artksgiving break and brings education major fr~ Paducah,
$15."
"" .
Ky., said since she lives in she'll think she did it."
Swift lBaid porcelain music th& gift back with her.
"The boutiques in Murray are Paducah and commutes to
Nick EdmondB,a"senior mid·
boxes also make nice presents
and cost about $20. Christmas all clones of each other and school, all her shopping is done dle school education major from
ornaments and Dickens' Collec- overpriced.'' Moore said. "It•s at home.
Cadiz, Ky., said he prefers not
Tracey Owen, a senior to shop in Murray because of
table ornaments, which range easier to go to a big mall and
from.$12 to $30, can add to the get everything you need in one English major, also from the limited choices.
Paducah, prefers shopping
place."
Christmas spirit.
~ ·I like Nashville due to better
lt'or some students, the reason there for a different reason.
Dee Dee Parrish, Readmore
prices and better restaurants,"
"If I charge things on my Edmonds said.
store manager, said the store they do not shop in Murray is

Hanging of the
Green set for
Sunday evening

Food and folks mean fun
By LORI SHAIN
Staff Writer

Graphic by LEANN BUCKLIN and STEPHANIE LUSH

During all the hustle and bus·
tle of Christmas and New
Year's, many students still find
time to throw the perfect holi·
day parties.
Doug Carter, a freshman
music major from Paducah,
said his idea of the perfect party
would be one to which everyone
would be invited.
"When planning a party, one
of the first things I would do is
advertise it on campus to get
everyone there," he said. "Of
course I would need someplace
to have the party, so l'd probably rent a place, maybe a big
cabin so there would be plenty
of room for a live band and dan·
cing," he said.
Stefanie Wyatt, a freshman
from Louisville, said when
planning her holiday party she
would either send out invitations or make calls, depending
on how many people were to be
invited.
"I would invite anyone who
wanted to come," she said.
Kevin Smith, a sophomore
from Beechmont, said he would

Carter said he would have
plenty of food and drinks at his
party.
''The perfect
"To help with the expenses of
party would be
a huge party I would probably
one where
have the people bring some
food," he said. "I wouldn't have
everyone would
any alcohol there though
get and give a
because you have more fun
when you're not drunk."
gift."
"Chex Snack Mix, that's
.what I would have," Zabel said.
Doug Carter
"I would also have pretzels, dip,
Freshman
salsa, nachos and Pepsi. We
would definitely have eggnog,
too, because you couldn't have a
call all of his friends before Christmas party without egg
planning on a time and place nog."
for his party.
Decorations are a must for
After finding a place to have
the
perfect holiday party. ''For
her holiday party, said Chris
Zabel, a sophomore nursing rna· New Year's, there should be
jor from Paducah, she would in- balloons and confetti to be dropped down at the start of the new
vite all of her closest friends.
year.
Champagne is also a must
"I would probably call a few
friends up and tell them to call for New Year's," Wyatt said.
But gift giving and receiving
everyone else. Once everyone
was there we would probably is one tradition Carter said
rent movies, play some good old should always be included in a
games like Pictionary or holiday party. "The perfect parTrivial Pursuit and maybe do ty," he said, "would be one
some Christmas caroling," she where everyone would get and
give a gift."
said.

Source: USA TODAY
•

The Kentucky State Police has declared
today 'D' day on Kentucky's highways begin·
ning at 6 tonight and ending at 7 a.m. Saturday.
The event is designed to make people aware
of the dangers of driving while under the influence of drugs or alcohol. The day also marks
the beginning of National Drunk and Drugged
Driving Awareness Week throughout the state.
Officers will have roadblocks set up and will
conduct sobriety checks during the week.
Story on Page 10

,,

Graphic by LEANN BUCKLIN

Lights are twinkling,
Christmas bells are ring·
ing and people are carol·
ing. Once again it's time
to display the seasonal
greenery, which the folks
at the Curris Center are
preparing to do Sunday.
Students and the community are invited to
watch the Hanging of the
Green ceremony, a tradition since the late 1970s,
said Jim Saurer, director
of the Curris Center.
The Univer~:~ity Center
Board is decorating the
Rocking Chair Lounge in
a living room scene, said
Heather Clauson, Curris
Center activities chairman. A ftreplace, presents
and even milk and cookies
will be placed there, along
with a 25-foot artiftcial
Christmas tree.
The ceremony will begin
at 4 p.m. Sunday in the
Currie Center dance
lounge, Saurer said, with
a reception hosted by
President Ronald J . Kurth
and his wife, Charlene;
Provost and Vice Presi·
dent of Academic and Student Affairs James L.
Booth and his wife, Molly;
Vice President for University Relations and Administration Don W.
Kassing and his wife,
Amy; and Associate Vice
President for Student Af.
fairs Don Robertson and
his wife, Jea.nie.
A 40-minute candlelight
program will follow the
reception at 5 p.m., said
Steven Michelson, director of choral activities.
The MSU Chambe'r
Singers, Concert Choir
and University Chorale,
directed by Michelson,
along with the MSU Brass
Choir and Brass Quintet,
directed by Ray Conklin,
will perform traditional
Christmas music.
Michelson said the audience will join the choirs
in singing three of the
carols: 0 Christmas Tree,·
0 Come, 0 Come Emmanuel; and Silent Night.
Also included in the program are chosen readings
from the world's different
Christmas heritages .
The program will end
with Kurth's Christmas
greeting and the lighting
of the tree.

Christmas dance set

LARGEST COLLEGE MARCHING
BANDS IN THE USA
Band members on the fteld:

By TARA JOY DONNER
Staff Writer

Murray State University students will
have a chance to put away those books
and forget about upcoming final exams
for a night of fun rockin' around the
Christmas tree at a special Christmas

dance.
Sponsored by Murray State's student affairs office, the dance will be 10
p.m. to 2 a.m. Saturday in the Curris
Center ballroom.
The dance Is free of charge to all
Murray State students will a valid Racer
ID.
Students are encoufagea to w
semi-formal attire to the dance.
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Students deck the residence halls
By JON FUTRELL
Staff Writer

Photo by CHERI STUART
Jackie Yancy, a junior rehabilitation major from Paducah,
decorates a Christmas tree in her room. For some Murray State
University students, decorating thei r rooms with Christmas
decorations Is a way to get into the holiday spirit.

For some Munav State
University lltudents: having
Cht'istmas decorations in their
room for the short time between
Thanksgiving break and final
exams does not ju!-ltify putting
the decorations up.
For others, decorating their
rooms in Christmas colors is a
way of sprucing up their living
quarters and getting into the
holiday spirit.
Mark Whitt, a junior
sociology major from Marion,
has plenty of decorations in his
Clark Hall room. With lwlp
-from his roommate, Todd Terry,
a sophomore business administration major from
Burkley, Whitt decorated his
room in a couple of hours.
Among the trimmings are
stockings for themselves and
their suitemates, a small
Christmas tree with lights and
ornaments and red bows on the
closet doors. The main decOt·ation is a large cross of colored
lights hanging on their window. Whitt said he put it up lo
remind people of what
Christmas is really all about.
"Christmas is a time when we
should honor Christ," Whitt
said, "and I feel we should put

more Christ in Christmas."
Terry said getting the cross
just the way they wanted it was
not easy.
''We'd go out into the
breezeway and :;ee how it looked." Terry said. "We did that
several times because we
wanted it just right."
Some students do not restrict
their holiday decorating to
Christmas. Shannon Paulin, a
sophomore biology major from
Waverly, Tenn., said she tries
to decorate her Hester Ha ll
room for all the holidays;and
Christmas is no exception.
Among her decorations are a
candelabra in the window, a
Cht'istmas tree with lights a nd
presents and sleigh bells on the
door. Paulin said she waits until after Thanksgiving to
decorate her room. since that is
a big holiday for her family.
"Thanksgiving is a special
holiday for our family, and too
muny people skip over that
holiday," Paulin said.
Her roommmate, Nikk i
Poorl, a sophomore psychology
major from Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
said such decorating helps take
her mind off of school.
''It (decorating) brightens up
the room and it reminds you of
the breaks and not school,"

Poort said.
Lynette Curtis, a sophomore
business administration major
from Calvert City, has a 4-foottall Christmas tree in her
H es t e r H a ll ro om . Sh e
decorated it with little glass
balls, lights, small fabric
wr eaths with tinsel and a star
with lights on top of the tree.
She said she decorates to
brighten up her room, and she
does it q u ick ly for time
considerations.
" We decorate to make it more
festive a nd just to add some
holiday spirit," Curtis said.
"You have to put it up real early because there's not much
t ime between Thanksgiving
and Christmas."
The decor ations Vernon Hamby, a sophomore accounting major from Cadiz, has in his Hart.
Hall room are simple but color ·
ful. They consist of a single
strand of 150 colored lights surrounding a Budweiser towel
hanging from his wall that can
be seen in h is window. He said
that was not h is original idea .
"I've changed it four or five
times," Hamby said. " I tried to
make t hem spe ll my fraternity,
Sigma Pi. I shaped clothes
hangers into the letters, but
they didn't work .:•.

Students stitch and sew for fun and money
said.
Wanda He my, owner of
Crafts are a favorite pastime Heart & Tole Discount Craft.
Supplies in Murray, said the
for some college students.
Katrinka Wagoner, a junior most popular craft among colspecial education major from lege students is wearable art.
"Students seem to be into
Mammoth Cave, said doing
crafts in her spare time is a designing their own Greek
great way to take her mind off shirts," she said. "That is very
popular here. Anything people
of school.
Besides being a stress can make that is inexpensive is
reliever·, Wagoner said, crafts popular. With the wearable art
are very useful. "They · make you can buy an inexpensive
great, cheap gifts and if you sweatshir·t or T-shirt and
have time you can also sell embellish it with paint without
them and mak£• money,'' she spending a lot of money."
By LORI SHAIN

Staff Writer

Sewing is also becoming more
popular with younger generations. Henry said.
"Sewing patche!'; and other
embellishments onto items of
clothing goes along with the
wearable art. People like to
make two·piece outfits or com·dinated ensembles a nd make
jewelry to match," she said.
"Cross-stitch used to be very
popular, but now it is slowing
down. Clothing and home decor
are the most popular crafts
now,'' she said.
But Stacy Allen, a junior

elementary education major
from Camden, Tenn., said she
still cross-stitches in her spare
time.
"My mom does crafts a nd got
me started. I like to do crossstitchings of animals while I
am on break or vacation," she
said.
Between school and work, fi n·
ding time to do the crafts is a
problem, Wagoner said.
"1 like to do all sorts of crafts,
.but I never have the time to do
any of them," she said. "I like
making embt·oidery and plastic

canvas items when I have the
time. I started embroidering
when I was 5 and quit because I
didn't have time, but I still pick
it up when I have time now.
Someday I would like to pick up
crocheting and knitting also."
Robin Wayne, a freshman
from Br a nd e nberg, s a i d
although she does not do any
crafts on her own, she likes to
help her mother with them.
"When I a m home my mother
often asks me to help her ," she
said.

Family helidays are en tap

AROUND CAMPUS

By SHERRY DICKINSON

Choir to perform in concert

Staff Writer

Murray State University's brass choir will perform at 8
tonight in the Annex Recital Hall of Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Ray Conklin will conduct. Admission is free.

Horses are highlight at Expo Center
The Midsouth Classic Invitational Horse Show, sponsored
by Murray State University, will begin at 9:30a.m. Saturday
in the West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition
·
Center. Admission is free.
The public is invited to bring horses and ride in the Expo
Center arena from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. Admission is free.

Animal Care Workshop
An animal care workshop titled "The Use and Care of
Laboratory Animals" will be at Breathitt Veterinary Center
in Hopkinsville Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. The
workshop 5erves as continuing education and training for
people handling animals or involved in animal research.
For more information, call 1-886-3959. Admission is free.

As the stress and strain of the
final week of school approaches,
students begin to look forward
to their holiday plans.
For most students, Christmas
break provides the opportunity
to reunite with friends and
family.
Melinda Morrison, a
sophomore busmess education
major from Dot, Ky., said she
looks forwat·d to spending the
break with her family, especially her little brother, Kyle.
"I will a lso be traveling to
L exington to attend my
cousin's wedding," Morri:-;on
said. .
Georgeanna Steedly, a senior
communications disorder:-; ma
jor from Providence. Ky., said
in addition to spending time
with her family, she plans to

work on applications for
graduate school.
··r will be applying to
graduate school at Murray and
USC in Columbia, S.C.," Steed,
ly said.
She said she also hopes to see
her fiance during the holidays.
"Hopefully he won't be wor king the entire time," she said.
Unfortunately, some students
will be unable to see their
families over the break because
of their jobs.
John Moore, a graduate journalism student from Norris City, Ill., said he will be one of
those who will not be going
home for the holiday.
" I will be staying in Murray
and working over Christmas
break," he said.
Jennifer Matting l y, a
sophomore biology a nd educa-

tion major from Ha wesville,
Ky., said alt hough she'll be
working at K-Mart during
C h ristm as s he hopes to
celebrate on New Year's.
" My birthday is Jan. 1, so I
will be partying," Mattingly
said. "I also plan to take the op·
portunity to catch up on some
sleep."
Sleep and relaxation are first
and foremost on the minds of
many exha usted students.
Aimee Roos, a junior elemen·
tar y education major from
Dale, Ind., said she will be attending a few Christmas and
New Yea r 's p ar ti es and
celebrat ing her 21st birthday,
but she is really looking forward to resting.
"I especia lly need the rest for
my brain after all of the study·
ing I've done this semester,"
Roos said.
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Silver Pink Ice starting at $9.95
Gold Pink Ice starting at $ 19.95
Court Square
115 South 4th St.

753-8811
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In sh ort. you'll gaJn more of everything that matters
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Merry Christmas

and Happy New Year!
from

The Staff of
The Murray State News

People make
Christmas
By TERESA MAYS
Staff Writer

The Chr istmases that
Murray State University
st ud e nt s see m t o
r emember best arc the
pleasant ones.
Although the tinsel and
music help, people really
make a Chr istmas great.
J a m ey Jen ni ngs, a
fr eshman theater major
from Paducah, said his
fa vorite Chr istmas was
the last Christmas he
spent with his greatgra ndm6ther when he was
10 years old.
" It was really nice
because it was the last
C h r i stmas t hat I
r emember t hat my whole
family was togehter," he
sa id.
"Since · then, she and
several other members of
my family ha ve died," he
sa id. " It hasn't been quite
t he same since."
Kristy Brooks, a junior
English secondary education major from Marion,
sai d h er favol'ite
Christmas was last year .
Brooks said she went
h om e to her grand mother's house in Greenville, a nd most of her fami ly was there.
" I got to see my mom. I
haven 't seen her in a
while because she lives in
Florida," she said. " I got
to talk to my dad because
he couldn't come up for
Christmas because he was
working."
Brooks said she also
sp ent p art of her
Christmas break with her
fiance.
" It was just a real nice
Christmas," she said. "I
think this year will be
even bet ter because all of
my family will be there
and so will my husband."
Another reason that was
her favorite Christmas,
Brooks said, is because it
snowed.
" I like snow," she said.
Connie Dant, a senior
speech communications
major fr om Louisville,
sa i d h er f a vorite
Christm as was in 1979
when she was 9 years old.
"It was the last time the
whole family was together
before the divorces and
deaths," Dant said.
She said several of her
a unts, uncles a nd cousins
gathered at her house
down in t he basement on
Christmas E ve. They gave
out presents and played
games, she said.
" It was a lso my favor ite
Christm as because I was
still young and I still
believed in Santa Claus,"
she said.
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day declared on highways

By AMY HELM

ty checks throughout the week.
"We have a lot of federally
If M u r S
r anyiv 3 r a i allotted overtime, so our officers will be out in force~ We
students driv
e
they might node n incre
· are going to let people know we
j in the number of cars witli mean business," Thorpe said.
The Nationul Drunk and
f Llashing lights.
,
Today marks the beginning of Drugged Driving Week was set
: '••o" day on highways, and in 1982 by former President
Saturday marks the beginning Ronald Reagan. He signed the
of National Drunk and Drugg. proclamation to let everyone
cd Driving Awareness Week know about the focus on the
alcohol- or drug-impaired
throughout Kentucky.
John Thorpe, sergeant com· driver.
"It is a community effort, and
mander of the Kentucky State
Police public affairs branch, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson signed
said ''D" day will begin at 6 the proclamation to increase
p.m. today and run through 7 public awareness of the dangers
of impaired driving," Thorpe
a.m. Saturday.
"In the past, we have been said. "Respective communities
fatality -free during this are working together with local
13-hour time ~" he saicL police departments to increase
''The concentJ.'afliii push • ·awareness during this critical
make people aware of tb'e holiday period."
The theme for this year's
dangers of driving while under
the influence of drugs begins awareness week is "Make a
pledge. Take the keys. Call a
Friday (today)."
Police officers throughout cab. Take a stand." The theme
Kentucky will set up was created by the federal
roadblocks and conduct sobrie- government. Thorpe said every
\
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year the theme is different.
This year's theme focuses on
designated drivers.
Thorpe offered several tips
motorists can follow that will
promote safety for everyone.
• If you are going to drink, have
a designated driver.
• obey the speed limit.
• Take a few ~econds to put on a
seat belt.
• Place small children in a
child safety seat.
• use the toll-free hotline to
report suspected drinking or
impaired drivers.
"Anyone under 21 years of
age is violating the law by
possessing or drinking alcohol.
If caught, the person will lose
his license, convicted or not,"
Thorpe said. "They need to
realize what they are doing."
Thorpe said the toll-free Action Rapid hotline
(1-800-222-5555) is available 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
"If you or another motorist
needs assistance, call the tollfree number anywhere

throughout Kentucky, and help
will be provided," he said.
The goal of the awareness
week is simply to make people
aware of the problem of impaired drivers on the road,
Thorpe said.
"We are trying to make a difference. It is our duty and
responsibility to keep everyone
safe, but it is everyone's responsibility to try and make a difference," he said.
Melodie Jones, an officer at
the Murray Police Department,
said her office plans to be very
active during the week.
"We plan to have public service announcements and
giveaways for the community.
If the weather was better, we
could use the tie-one-on ribbons
and have roadblocks, but right
now the weather makes it unsafe," she said.
The awareness week is good
for the community, Jones said,
because it brings people
together.
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MSU chess lovers have home in club
By JON FUTRELL
Staff Writer

The game is played on a board
, eight squares by eight squares
with pawns. knights,
bishops, quee
kings ~
opposite side
. play
move those pieces across t
board in an attempt to trap the
king and say "checkmate."
It is the centuries-old game of
chess and, since 1980, it has
had its place at Murray State.
University with the Chess
Club. Wayne Bell is the Chess
Club adviser and has been with
the club ever since its beginn. ing. He said the game and its
promotion are the main occupa·
tion of the club.
"The general purpose of the
Chess Club is to play and pro-

mote the game of chess," Bell
said. "The main thing we have
done is establish scholastic
chess in this part of the state."
The club has promoted the
game with chess classes in the
Murray schools, a chess camp
in 1990 with International
Master and 1990-91 U.S. champion Stuart Rachels as an instructor, and the U.S. Junior
Open in the summer of 1989.
Bill Price, a co-adviser who
handles publicity for the club,
said the students in the club
and playing for the chess team
have done a great job of putting
Murray on the national chess
map.
"The college students work
hard, whether it's teaching or
attending and playing in tour-

naments," Price said. He said
they have made Murray a chess
center for the region.
Every Wednesday night from
about 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., the
Chess Club meets in the
Mississippi Room of the Curris
Center. Meetings -are open to
the public with a yearly $5
membership fee. Bell said
members range in age from 12
to 71.
At these meetings, the
members unfold their boards,
set up their pieces and practice
their chess skills by playing
several games a night.
Among the members is Lance
Mendenhall, a computer
science major from Mount Vernon, Ind., who was elected
president of the Chess Club this
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semester. He said he first learned how to play chess under a
form of peer pressure.
"Other kids in the sixth grade
knew how to play chess and I
couldn't," Mendenhall said.
"So I went down to the K·mart,
bought a chess set, read about it
in the encyclopedia and I learned how to play."
John Gountas, a sophomore
business administration major
from Thessaloniki, Greece, was
president of the club last year
and currently serves as its vice
president. He has played chess
for seven years and learned by
watching his friends play. He
said he likes being in the Chess
Club for its social aspects.
"I've met a lot of good people," Gountas said.

A Pull IJne of Paf.nt, Lumbar, and Ccmcrete '8locb
for 'nlose CUstom Shalf Unitsl

10% OFF for MSU FACULTY and !ftUDENTS
·Excluded: Sales Items, Cash and Ccmy,
and Speclal Ordem
Bel-Air Shopping
Center
759-1390

etore lloura:

llonclay.Frlday 7:10 .... • 1 ,....
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....., 1 p.m. - ........
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~. apply now for a 8CholariiUp from
AnnyROTC.
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By TARA JOY DONNER

Arts&

Staff Writer

Entertainment

In China, the bamboo symbolizes " modesty and progress,
noble style and lasting friendship," according to one of the
Chinese watercolor paintings
by Wu J icai in the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum.

Editor

Novel a
perfect
present

Wu is a participant in the
Murray State University faculty exchange program. He is on
exchange to MSU this semester
from Yunnan Normal University in Kunming, China.
Kunming is the capital city of
the province of Yunnan, which
is on the southern border of
China near Vietnam.
Th e b amboo watercolor
depicts a black-and-white bamboo stalk with 10 Chinese
characters in the shape of bamboo leaves.
Wlien translated they read,
· " A bosom friend a far can bring
a distant land near."
The unmounted painting can
be bought for $15.
All of the 35 to 40 paintings
on diSplay at Wrather are for
.s ale, said Coy H armon ,
museum director. Prices range
fr.om $15 to $65.
Half of the paintings are
mounted on scrolls, which are 2
feet wide and 6 feet to 8 feet
long.
Mostt of the paintings are of
tigers · 'and eagles in their
· habitats.
Some of the brown and gray
tigers are shown in predatory
stances and others are shown
· w~th cubs in a blue and green
habitat.
·

Photo by JOHN BERNING
"Stay Complacent," a Chinese watercolor by Wu Jical, Is
of the Wrather Museum until Monday. Besides being an artist,
expert.

among several tiger and eagle paintings on display In Gallery F
Wu Is a writer, a Chinese linguistics expert and a calligraphy

Concert to add high note to season
~f}J AMY GREWE
Sliff Writer

-·-~----

To help students get in the
holiday spir it before cramming
for finals, the music department will present a Christmas
celebration Tuesday.
The concert, which will include both Bach's "Magnificat"
and a medley titled "The Many
Moods of Christmas," will be
perfor med at 8 p.m. in Lovett
auditorium.

Steven Michelson, who will
conduct...the " Magnificat," said
the piece is one of the great
chora l, orchestral musical
works written.
He said the students have
been practicing the piece since
September.
"We have sectionals, in which
o n e p art pr actices by
t hemselves, and a lso full
rehearsals," he said. "Some
students have worked in -

dividually on their parts if they
~d ,problems )Vith them.''
fjE~:_lc WfJDams, who will conduct the medley. said it is com·
posed of about lO.or 12 familiar
Christmas carols and melodies.
" They are very familiar
melodies," he said. "They arc
quite traditional pieces of
music that everyone knows. ''
Williams said he has a goodsized choir and orchestra for the
number.

··we have a wonderfully huge tunities on campus," Michelson
choir of about. 150.to 170 voices said.
and n full orchestra,'' Williams
Michelson said admission to
said.
the concert will be $5 for a dults
He said the groups have been
and $2 for students. Tickets
practicing for the concert since
may be obtained at the
October to make it sound
Chamber
of Commerce, at the
professional.
music department and at the
Both Michelson and Williams door.
said they hope a lot of students
Proceeds from the admission
will attend the program.
"I hope students wil1 take ad- charge will go toward funding
vantage of the cultural oppor- future major works.

Students take part in Christmas play
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Assistant Campus Ute Editor

. Some Murray State University!· students are adding play
r ehearsals to t heir busy
schedules to take part in the
Playhouse in the Park production of A Christmas Carol.
The production will open at 8
tonight at the Playhouse in the
Park, which is located in a
renovated train depot in the city park.
Car l Howes, a freshman
theater major from Murray,
will play t he ghost of Jacob
Marley and young Ebeneezer
Scrooge. He said playing two

I

STEVEN O'RILEY'S

parts is not too difficult.
" It's hard when you think
about .costume changes," he
said, " but the characters are a
contrast, so it's not difficult to
play the parts."
Howes said he decided to try
out for the play because he has
always liked the story A
Christmas Carol, which was
written by Charles Dickens. He
said working on the play has
been everything he expected
because it is challenging and he
is working with a good group of
people.
Although he has been in
Playhouse in the Park produc-

ROBIN HOOD
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tions before, Howes said, incor·
porating t he play into his daily
activities has been difficult.
"It has been tough swinging
classes, work and play," he
said.
Howes said he has done
volunteer work behind the
scenes in Playhouse in t he Park
productions. Most of his onstage experience has been such
Murray State productions as
The Passion of Dracula and A
Doll's House.
Howes said he plans to audition for productions and he
would encourage others to audition, too.

Marty Scarbrough , a senior
radio/televis ion major from
Murray , will play Fred,
Scrooge's nephew. He said he
auditioned because his class
schedule gives him more time
to practice.
"I knew there would be
several friends in the play," he
said ' 'I've never done a
Christmas show before."
Scarbrough said he has been
involved in plays since high
school. This one is the fourth
Playhouse in the Park production m which he has performed,
but he has done some backstage
work for the Playhouse, too.

He said per forming has not
disturbed his daily schedule
because he can see his friends
more often at practice, and his
grades are good. He said he
plans to aud~tion for other
plays.
Scarbrough said he would
recommend auditioning for a
Playhouse in the Park
production.
"They're always looking for
people to be involved. They are
fr iendly. It will boost your selfconfidence and help you feel
more comfortable speaking in
front of other people," he said.

Finding the right
Christmas pre sent is often
difficult on a college student's salary. A book,
however, is an economical
gift that offers a variety of
choices foa· e ven the
pickiest person.
A good selection for any
reader this Christmas is
Michale Crichton's newly
released Jura ssic Park
(Ballantine, $5 .99).
Best kno\vn for his novel
The Andromeda Strain,
Crichton has written' a
powerful piece of fiction
that will hold the reader
until its shocki n g
conclusion.
What makes the novel
so different from any other
on the market is that it offers readers alternative
subject material.
Instead of writing about
the latest scandal> the
steamiest romance or the
best way to become
popular, Crichton chose a
topic that many people
haven't read too much
about.
Jurassic Park involves
the discovery and replication of ancient dinosaur
DNA. That in itself is a
strange concept for
readers to understand, yet
the author makes the idea
realistic.
The details in. the
399-page novel pertaining
to the dinosaurs were
derived from studies made
by paleontologists. By nor· •
mal standards, this book
would be too long to hold ~· :
the average reader's interest. The pace, though, "'.. •
is very quick and it is easy ;'
to follow.
..
These dinosaurs, never : (
before seen by man, roam- ·.
ed a park formed on an . ·
island near Costa Rica. • J
Through the use or' ,
graphics, the reader is
able to feel the excitement
in t he book when the control operators find irregularities in the park.
Computer lovers will get a
thl'i 11 from the book
because computers play ..
an important role in runn- •
ing the park.
The book is extremely
well written, much in the
same fashion as a Stephen
King thriller. It provides
the reader with an exciting option to r'e ality and
opens new doors for
knowledge·. Of course,
dinosaurs are extinct . . .
aren't they?

WTHIS WEEK

MUSIC
Top Singles:

Top LPs:

Top country singles:

VIDEOS

1. "Black and White" Michael

L"Achtung Baby" U2 {Island)
2. "Roptn' the Wind" Garth
Brooks {Capitol)
3. ''Too Legit to Quit" Hammer {Capitol)
4. "Nevermlnd" Nirvana
{DGC)
5. ''Time, Love and Tender·
ness" Michael Bolton (Columbia) -- Platinum
6. "Use Your Illusion II" Guns
N' Roses {Geffen)
7. "Metallica" Metallica (Electra) -- Platinum
8. "We Can't Dance" Genesis (Atlantic)
9. " Death Certificate" Ice
Cube {Priority)
10.. "Emotions" Mariah Carey
(Columbia) -- Platinum

1."For My Broken Heart" Reba
McEntire (MCA)
2. "Shameless" Garth Brooks
(Capitol)
3. " My Next Broken Heart'
Brooks & Dunn (Arista)
4. "Then Again" Alabama
(RCA)
5. "Forever Together "
Randy Travis (Warner Bros.)
6. "You Don't Count the
Cost" Billy Dean (Capitol)
7. "The Chill of an Early Fall"
George Strait (MCA)
8. "Some Guys Have All the
Love" Uttle Texas (Warner
Bros.}
9. "Look At Us" Vince Gill
(MCA}
10. " Love Me" Collin Raye
(Epic)

HAT.SHOT

Top sales this week:

1. "Fantasia" (Disney)
2. "Robin Hood: Prince of
Thieves" (Warner)
3. "Home Alone" (Fox)
4. "Ghost" (Paramount)
5. '11le Rescuers Down Under" (Disney)
Top video rentals this week:

1. "The Silence of the
Lambs" {Orion)
2, "Backdraft" (MCA)
3. "Robin Hood: Prince of
Thieves" (Warner)
~ "What About Bob?"
(Touchstone)
5. "Fantasia" (Disney)

Jackson {Epic)
2. "When a Man Loves a
Woman" Michael Bolton
3. "Set Adrift on Memory
Bliss" P.M. Dawn {Gee StreetIsland)
4 . "It's So Hard to Say Goodbye to Yesterday" Boyz II
Men (Motown)
5. "Ail4Love"ColorMeBadd
6. "Blowing Kisses In the
Wind" Paula Abdul (Captive)
7. "Cream" Prince and the
N.P.G. (Paisley Park)
8. "Can't Let Go" Mariah
Carey (Columbia)
9. ' 'That's What Love Is For"
Amy Grant {A&M)
10. " O..P.P." Naughty By Na·
tur~ {Tommy Boy)
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Christian sorority introduced at MSU
By AMY HELM

be discriminated against just
because we only allow ChrisWhen the next Murray State tians to become members."
University Greek event occurs,
Barbie Dickerson, a freshman
a new organization hopes to pre-veterinary major from
Cadiz, said there is a lot of in·
participate.
Cynthia Milliken, a junior terest in the sorority.
home economics major from
"I think it is a great ex·
Fresno, Calif., has introduced a perience for a girl who wants to
Christian sorority to Murray be in a sorority but doesn't
State. She is a national ex- want to go to parties or exchange student from California perience the negative aspects of
State University in Fresno.
other sororities,'' she said.
"Alpha Delta Chi is a unique
Milliken was encouraged by
idea because it blends the her sorority sister in Fresno to
Greek organization with the see if Alpha Delta Chi would be
Christian organization. I think welcomed at Murray State.
it can be a successful blending,"
"I waited a few weeks to get a
she said.
feel for the Christian communi·
Jackie Yancey, a junior ty, and I saw that my idea
rehabilitation counseling major would be successful," she said.
from Paducah is excited about "I put up some fliers and had
the idea.
the first informational meeting
"I think it is really great. It is in the Curris Center."
Since the group could only
a neat opportunity for girls who
want to join a sorority," Yancey have one meeting at the Curris
said. "I don't think we should Center without an adviser, it
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• personal acceptance of Jesus
Christ;
• enrollment in a university
where Alpha Delta Chi is
chartered;
• membership in a church with
regular attendance;
• scholastic achievement of 2.0
or a "C" average;
• passage of annual exams on
constitution;
• willingness to avoid situa·
tions that may cause one's
brother or sister to stumble;
• willingness to abstain from
premarital sexual relations;
• willingness to abstain from
alcohol and situations in which
the Christian witness would be
adversely affected;
• willingness to abstain from
smoking and illegal use of
drugs;
• active participation in Christian service;
• interest in leading others to
serve Christ;

MILITARY

FLU

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

wasn't able to do his part," she
said.
"A Jot of them had upstan·
ding reasons for going," she
said, "but they're being treated
like crap for wanting to go."
Haley said the community
should be proud of the people
who volunteered to replace
members of the 438th.
"Murray is a small town, and
our guys came to the rescue of
the guys from the big city like
Louisville. Western Kentucky
has co me to the aid of
everybody in eastern Kentucky, and I think they have
been overlooked a little," she
said.
Haley said she hears from her
husband about once a month.
"They are to the point where
a lot of the equipment has been
shipped out," she said, "and
they can't go into Kuwait
because of terrorist threats, so
they're held up in this little bitty area.
"Their duty has slacked off a
little and they just feel like

• 1
1

has met in Elizabeth Hall.
"Our main priority is to find a
woman on the faculty who will
serve as adviser for us,"
Milliken said.
At the initial meeeting, 12
women signed an intent to
pledge. A 10 week pledge period
must be met before they can
become members.
"If the sorority was already
active, the pledge period would
be a trial membership time
when the active members got to
know the pledges and vice ver·
sa. Since this is not yet an ac·
tive sorority," Milliken said,
"the pledges will get to know
each other and learn the stan·
dards, history and membership
requirements."
Alpha Delta Chi has 13
membership requirements that
a pledge must meet in order to
become initiated. They are as
follows:

they are in limbo with not
enough to keep them busy," she
said.
Haley said those in Saudi
Arabia welcome any news from
the United States. "They have
all kinds of M&M's and Skit·
ties, but they said they would
like to get nuts, or those mini
Oreos or Teddy Grahams. They
also want newspapers, pictures,
reading material and videos of
sitcoms and up-to-date televi·
sion shows." she said.
A support group for friends
and family of those in the 614th
meet every other Thursday at
the Armory to share what they
have heard from those
overseas.
"There is one girl whose hus·
band doesn't write very often
and doesn't have any family
around here, so we tell her
what we've heard from our
husbands about him, where he
is and what he is doing,'' Haley
said.
The support· group is led by
Kim Pritchett, whose husband,

Tim, has taken time off from
his job in MSU's Central
Receiving to serve his country.
Haley said she believes the
University has given the most
support to the people who are
still overseas.
"I know the guys asked for
some things from home, so the
University sent them a flag to
fly and the people in payroll are
getting together to send
something over," she said.
Haley said her husband has
committed to a one-year tour in
Saudia Arabia.
She tlaid when her husband
comes home she would just like
for them to stay home and
spend time with their
11-month-old son, Austin.
"Austin's birthday is the
20th," she said, "so we'll
ce l ebrate it instead of
Christmas, since Brad will
have to go back before then.
"But he's got two sets of fami·
ly," she said, "and then we've
got to see mine, so we'll visit a
lot."

have immune depressant illnesses, such as chronic illnesses, and older people,''
Price said.
She also said college students
do not suffer as long from the
flu as others.
"On college campuses, college
students may be down for a day
or two and then they'll be back
on their feet," Price said.
According to Battling the
"Bug" .. . and Other Aches and
Pains, a brochure available at
student health, the flu starts
abruptly with such symptoms
as a dry cough, headache, run·
ny nose, sore throat and fever
over 100.5.
Price said if people did just
the simplest things, the flu
would be harder to catch.
"With better hand-washing
techniques, plenty of rest, a
good diet and not drinking after
anybody, people can help combat the flu," Price said.

• procurement of a membership
pin;
• and payment within one year
of graduation of $50 to the
chapter's housing fund.
"I think every chapter has
the goal of buying a house, but
without a miracle, the girls at
this chapter and at Fresno
won't get one. We don't have
enough money to buy a house,''
Milliken said.
The sorority will have Monday night meetings with a devotional. Social activities will in·
elude mixers, a parents' day, a
semi-formal dance, activities
for the pledges done by the active members and philanthropies like other sororities'.
Milliken said the sorority will
have various social and
spiritual activities each week,
and members w ill spend about
eight to 10 hours a week in activities req u ired by the
sorority.

"We would like to participate
in other Greek activities on
campus and take part in the
Panhellenic Rush,'' she said.
1
' We do have a Christian frater·
nity called Alpha Gamma
Omega that might get started
on campus."
Any woman who wants to
become a member of Alpha
Delta Chi is welcome to attend
the informational meetinQ'S.
Melissa Smith, a senior middle school education major from
Mayfield, is looking forward to
joining the sorority.
"I think it is a neat opportuni·
ty for Christian females to experience Greek life and retain
Christian values," she said.
"It's an alternative to the other
sororities."
"During the next couple of
weeks, we are going to get to
know each other and elect a
meeting leader," Milliken said.

ATTENTION
STUDENTS:

Brad Place, a sophomore
political science major from
Grand Rapids, Mich., said he
caught the bug just before
Thanksgiving break and suffered the usual symptoms.

Don't forget
to pick up
the
latest issue
of
"U"
which will
be
available

"I had a really bad sore
throat, headaches, stomach problems and a fever of 102," Place
said. "I didn't feel good all
over."
He missed all his classes Mon·
day and Tuesday, and he said
he was thankful one of his
teachers was understanding.
"I had a paper due in one
class and I was unable to get
out and turn it in Monday,"
Place said. "She (the teacher)
was understanding and let me
turn it in late."
He said he fought the flu with
plenty of patience.
"I drank a lot of liquids and I
didn't get out of bed much,''
Place said. "I basically waited
it out."

next week.
'-------------------~-· -
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SERVING
MURRAY

EumDay

Dixieland Shopping Center
11 a.m.- 12:30 a.m.
11 a.m. - 1:30 a.m.
Noon- 11:30 p.m.

I

l

Effective Dec. 10 -18, 1991

•__.....a-...-.a.K. . ..a.-..:..

'

Beculer Clay Tfme

8:00
8:30 MWF
1()-.30
11-12:15 Trh
1:30
1:30 MWF
•ENG 101 Common
4:00
Friday, Dee. 13
8:00
9:30 MWF
1()-.30
11:30 MWF
1:30
12:30-1:45 'M'h
4:00
•HUM 201 Common
Monday, Dee. 16
8:00
8:00-9:15 TTh & 3:30-4:45 TTh
1&.30
10:30 MWF
1:30
2:30 MWF
•me 101 Common
4:00
Tuesday, Dec. 17
8:00
9:30-10:45 TTh
1G-.30
12:30 MWF
1:30
2:00-3:15 'M'h
4:00
•PSY 180 Common
Wednesday, Dec. 18
8:00
3:30 MWF
1G-.SO
7:30 MWF & 4:30 MWF
Schedule for Satu.rda,y and EwnfD& Clasees- On Campus
Monday
Monday evening, Dec. 16
Tuesday
Tuesday evening, Dee. 17
Wedn es day
Wednesday evening, Dec. 18
T hursday
Thursday evening, Dec. 12
Sat urday
Saturday morning. Dec. 14

I

HOURS:
Monday thru Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday

Egm Time

Thursday, Dee. 12
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Section B

SPORTS
Team heads for Arkansas
after two wins, two losses ·
~~COTT
Sports Ed•lor

FLEMING

After a busy Thanksgiving,
the Lady Racers are off to the
Pizza Inn Classic today and
Saturday at Arkansas State
University in Jonesboro, Ark.
The Uldy Racers will play
Southcnstem Conference (SEC)
school Mississippi State
University in the first round.
Mississippi State's Lady
. Bulldog;; are coming off a 7-20
season but had a good year
recruiting over the summer.
The other first-round match
will be Arkansas State {19-9)
versus Mississippi Valley State
(16-14). The consolo.tion game
will be Saturday at 6 p.m.,
followed by the championship
game at 8 p.m.
The Lady Racers used the
run-and-stun Monday night to
defeat the University of Ten·
nessee at Martin 102-89, scor·
ing over 100 for the first time
since 1989.
They shot 58 percent from the
field, and six players scored in
the double digits. The Lady
Racers also caused UTM's Lady
Pacers to commit 34 turnovers.
Leading the way for the Lady
Racers was senior guard Julie
Pinson with 18 points. Jennifer
Parker had 17 points, Emily
McConnell, 14; Angie Waldon,
11; and Melissa Shelton and
Fondo Garner, 10 each.
Pinson became the all-time
assist leader in Lady Racer
hisLory, passing Rona Poe's 384
assists set from 1985 to 1989.
''1 think mentally this was a
very big win for us," said head
coach Kelly Breazeale, whose
L-ady-Rncen> wt.•re coming .olT....a
loss Nov. 30 t.o Southern Tilinois
University. "SIU mentally
brought us down a little bit
because we thought we were
the better team. (Monday) night
we had something to prove to
ourselves and to our fans that
we are a much better ball club.

"I think mentally this was a
very big win for
us. (Monday)
night we had
something to
prove to
ourselves and
to our fans that
we are a much
better ball
club."
Kelly Breazeale

basketball coach

"I think (Monday) night was
one of of the biggest team ef·
forts because of the fact that we
got in early foul trouble inside
and had some youngsters step
off the bench, like Emily Mc·
Connell, and do just a super
job," Breazeale said.
In fact, all of McConnell's 14
points came in the second half.
"Julie Pinson had a tremen·
dous game. She led us in scoring, had eight assists, seven
steals. She played a very well·
rounded game," Breazeale said.
Nov. 23, the Lady Racers
defeated Missouri-Rolla 78-57,
led by junior center Mechelle
Shelton's 16 points and 18 rebounds. Shelton made seven of
12 field goals and was two-for·
four from the free-throw line.
"Super game," Breazeale
said. "We executed well, we ran
out..patterns,-we did some very
good things. We ended up with
12 steals out of their 28 tur·
novers. Our defense held them
to only 33 percent from the
'floor. Our defensive pressure
forced them to take some bad
shots, and that was the key to
the game."

Mahoney to return
for another season
"The combination of having
17 players who were out this
After weeks of wondering season and playing so many
and waiting, Racer head foot· freshmen made us feel that it
ball coach Mike Mahoney was in the best interest of the
received word he would be University and the players,"
returning to his po~ition next he said.
"Quite honestly, it was not a
season.
Mike Strickland, athletic popular decision with the
director at Murray State boosters. and I can undersUniversity, said the an· tand and appreciate that,"
nouncemcnt was made after Strickland said. ''We just felt
the Racers' 27-9 loss to Austin that we should give coach
Peay.
Mahoney another chance."
"There was just a feeling
Mahoney was unable to be
when we met with President reached for comment.
(Ronald) Kurth and Mr. <Don)
Strickland said the only
Kassing t.hat we needed to thing to do now is for the fans
continue," Strickland said. to look ahead to the upcoming
"We felt Lhat ow· program had season, which will rely heaviimproved over last se~son and ly on returning players and
that we neoded to continue." prospects.
Many factors were address"I'm always optimistic.
ed in the decision to have Look at this season and we
Mahoney return as football were 3-8, but an ample
C(J ach , Strickland said. number of games we should
'Though Murray State finish- have won," he said. "If we
ed the 1990 season with a 2-9 have good recruiting and we
record and totaled a 3·8 record keep a lot of the players who
overall this year. injuries and got experience this season, we
ft·eshman players were keys to will be closer than people
the administrative decision.
think."

By ERIC WALKER
Ass1stan1 Sports Edllor

Racer of t he Week
Julie Pinson became the all·tlme
assist leader Monday night, passing
former Lady Racer Rona Poe's 384,
earning her Racer of the Week honors.
Pinson also led the Lady Racers in
scoring Monday with 18 points and
eight assists In MSU's 102-89 win over
the University of Tennessee at Martin.
The win was the second of the year for
the Lady Racers and was the first time
since 1989 the Lady Racers surpassed
thP. 100-point mark in a game.
, o , .l 5 foot-8-inch somor guard
frcm ........ s St;mmit, Mo., ts a four-year
starter for the Lady Racers.

The Lady Racers outrebounded Missouri-Rolla 48-32, in·
eluding 16 offensive rebounds.
The Lady Racers also shot 48
percent from the field using the
run·and·stun offense.
Senior guard Pinson added 16
points, and Melissa Shelton
contributed 12 points.
"We were shaky at the begin·
ning, but pulled together at the
end," said Mechelle Shelton, a
junior social work major from
Albany.
"We came out pumped up
knowing what we had to do,"
said Garner, a senior sociology
major from Florien, La. "We
were excited and had a lot of
nervous energy."
Nov. 25, the Lady Racers
b·aveled to Evansville, Ind., to
take on the Purple Aces, but
they came up short. losing
75-72.
"Evansville was the kind of
game that you hope your team
never experiences," Breazeale
said. "We outshot them 86 to
49, but made only 33 percent of
our shots, and that's something
that we've got to do better
with."
To make matters worse. out of
those 86 shots, 71 came from 15
feet or closer.
"We just couldn't buy a
bucket," Breazeale said. "We
beat them in every statistical
area except the final score."
Another factor involved was
free throws. Evansville was
38-45 from the free-throw line,
while MSU was 15-19 from the
charity stripe. Ironically.
Evansville's last six points of
the game came from the freethrow line.
''We just didn't shoot well,
when it came down tA the end
we just didn't pull it together,"
said Pinson, a senior math major from Lee's Summit, Mo.
Garner led the way for the
Lady Racers with 15 points and
pulled down 23 rebounds with 11 of them offensive re·
bounds - ranking second

highest in MSU history.
Parker had 14 points, while
Melissa Shelton and Waldon
added 10 each.
"We couldn't put it (the ball)
in the ocean, and everything
they threw up went in," Garner
said.
··we were playing individually instead of as a team,"
Mechelle Shelton said.
The Lady Racers then played
Southern Illinois University
Nov. 30 at Racer Arena, but
once again poor shooting and
turnovers hurt them. SIU won
88-63.
"The first four-and-a-half
minutes were all ours,''
Breazeale said. "We were on
them. We were rebounding. We
were defensively forcing ·tur·
nover .s . We were doing
everything we had to do, but
then we went cold.''
The Salukis then went on a
12-0 run during just over six
minutes, while the Lady Racers
committed 39 turnovers for the
game.
"We were out of sync ofTen·
sively," Bt·eazeale said. "We
didn't get the inside/outside
game going on our end.
"Defensively, we held them to
30 percent shooting while we
shot 42 percent," she said. "We
pressured them. We played
good team defense. Our defense
kept us in the game."
Breazeale said the STU game
was the complete opposite of
the Evansville game. This time
the Salukis had more field goal
attempts (72·54), and SIU made
28·38 free throws.
Garner led the Racers once
again with 20 points and 18 re·
bounds, while teammate Pin-

y

.so.n.aP.d.~dJA.

"We need to play together as
a team," said Melissa Shelton,
a sophomore undeclared major
from Albany. "We didn't play
together against SIU."
"Once we quit beating
ourselves," Garner said, ''we'll
be hard to beat."

/
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Photo by JOHN BERNING

Lady Racer Jennifer Parker fires In two of her 17 points against
the University of Tennessee at Martin Mo nday night In Racer
Arena.

Racers face Monmouth Hawks
in Hatter Classic this weekend
By HEATHER CROZE
Reporter

After being blitzed Tuesday
night 78·54 by Memphis State,
the Murray State basketball
team appears to be moving into
full swing as it prepares for the
Hatter Classic today and Satur·
day in DeLand, Fla.
The Racers will take on the
Monmouth College Hawks of
West Long Branch, N.J., today.
Saturday, the Racers will face
either Stetson University or the
University of North Carolina at
Asheville.
Monmouth is the preseason
favorite in the Northeast Con·
ference and has steadily improved since becoming a NCAA
Division I school in 1983.
On Tuesday night, the Racers
could not capitalize on their
caliber first half, and they fell
to Memphis State. Even though
some of the key Racer players
did not start the first six
minutes of the game, that did
not seem to bother the Racers
on the floor. They were able to
stay within six points of Mem-

phis State.
Rafael Peterson and Scott
Sivills saw quite a bit of playing time, each adding eight
points to help the Racers' effort.
But it was Maurice Cannon
who was again the hot hand for
the Racers. Cannon had 14
points and five rebounds.
Popeye Jones led the Racers in
rebounding with eight and added 11 points to the cause.
Turnovers seemed to hurt the
Racers. They committed 19 tur·
novers while Memphis State
had 11. Memphis State just
seemed to be doing everything
right, shooting 46 percent from
the field while the Racers shot
40 percent.
Ernest Smith led Memphis
State with 14 points, and An·
thony Douglas chipped in 13.
David Vaughn and Anfernee
Hardaway had 11 and 12
points, respectively.
Nov. 30 had the Racers pitted
against. Southern Illinois
University. The Racers couldn't
seem to get it together and lost,
109·98.
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Ricks'

J•rar retired

Former Lady Racer basketball star Michelle
Wenning Ricks became only the second player
In Lady Racer history to have a jersey retired.
Ricks, a 6-foot-2-inch center, scored over
1,700 points and over 1,000 rebounds in her
MSU career.
She also held several individual game rec·
ords and is the all time field goal percentage
leaderwithacareermarkof56.1 percent. Ricks
is a student teaching at Calloway County High.
Story on Page 28
Julie Pinson

~?

Dec. 19 At Western Kentucky

Bowling Green 7:30p.m.

Dec. 21 University of Evansville Racer Arena 7:30 p.m
Dec. 28 at University of Missouri Columbia, Mo.

1 p.m.

Dec. 31 at Arkansas State (ESPN) Jonesboro, Ark. 11

Jan. 6 at University of Texas

Austin, Texas

p.m.

7:30p.m.

Jan. 11
Graphic by BECKY NAUGHTON
Several Racers scored in the
double figures. Jones led the
Racers with 37 points and Can·
non and Sivills chipped in 14
points each. Peterson was a
close second with 13. Jones also
led with 19 rebounds and went
14-18 from the free-throw line.
The Racers went into the
locker room down 56-47 at the
half. With the help of 27 turnovers, the Racers never really
gained the edge.

On Nov. 26, the Racers won
their first home opener against
Dlinois Tech, 102·66.
The Racers will have a busy
Christmas break as they face
Middle Tennessee at home Dec.
14. The Racers then travel to
Columbia Dec. 28 to face the
Univerity of Missouri. The only
nationally televised game for
the Racers will be Dec. 31
against Arkansas State on
ESPN.

Racers on ESPN

Dunker•• wis h list

On Dec. 31, the Murray State Racers
will be on ESPN·Late Night against
Ar1<ansas State University in Jonesporo,
Ark., with tipoff at 11 p.m. Last year the
Racers played Arkansas State in the
Citizens Bank Classic at Jonesboro,
but lost In the finals 63·62.
The Racers were on ESPN twice last
year defeating Middle Tennessee State
University 79·67 In the finals of the
OVC tournament, making it their fourth
consecutive OVC title.
The Racers were also on ESPN-Late
Night against Southern Illinois in Carbondale and won 83·n.

What does Dunker want for Christmas?
He wants an arena filled with blue
and gold for the rest of the season with
a lot of Racer spirit because thars what
makes Dunker's job easier, and ifs
more fun when the crowd Is responsive
to what is going on.
He wants everybody to wear blue
an.d gold to every game and hopes it
will become a Murray State tradition.
Dunker also wants a new blanket for
his back because his old one is worn
out Dunker wishes us all a merry
Christmas.

...
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Former Lady Racer's jersey is retired
By SCOTT FLEMING
Sports Editor

CAREER SJATISJICS ; Michelle Wenning Ricks
1987- 1991
Yeare G-GS

FG-FGA . ~ FT..fTA · FT% Reb-Avg. Pts. PPG Asst. Min.
1~3·161 .702 2SS..9.2 425 15.2 25 837.
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Career Steals: 1987·1988 (34), 198&-1.~~ (3~ ). 1.98~1 990 (33), 1990-1991 (38), (136 total)
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Rebound&: Second
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Graphic by DARRELL MILLER

On Nov. 23, Michelle Wenning Ricks made Lady Racer
history. Her jersey was retired,
making her the second women's
player in Murray State history
to have that honor.
Ricks played here from the
1987-88 season through the
1990-91 season.
A 6-foot-2 center, she scored
1,724 points in her career,
ranking her third on the Murray State University all-time
scoring list. She is also the second all·time leading rebounder
with 1,027, and she is the field
goal percentage leader (56.1
percent).
Ricks was selected to the AllOVC Team during all four
years here, including the AIIOVC Freshman Team in 1988.
Out of 116 games, she started
113.
She also holds several in·
dividual game records. She
once hit 11 out of 11 free throws
in a game against Toledo in
March 1983 and hit 10 out of 11
field goals against Tennessee
State in January 1989. She also
holds the record for most free
throws attempted in a game
(27> and the most free throws
made (17), both against Eastern
Kentucky in February 1991.
"Michelle is the kind of
player that every team has to

.Penalties a factor in last-place finish
By ERIC WALKER

FOOTBAll

Assistant Sports Editor
~

Turn off the lights. The
party's over.
Those may have been the
words spoken after the Munay
State Racer football team closed out its 1991 ldcason on a sour
note, losing to the Austin Peay
Governors 27-9 in a contest bet·
ween one team facing a lastplace mark in the Ohio Valley
Conference and another re·
bounding from a 0-11 1990
season.
Althokb,. Racer head coach
Mike ~oney dia not offer any
excuse~nalties of the nickle·
and-dime variety proved to be a
•

major factor in the defeat, with
12 penalties resulting in a total
loss of 96 yard::;.
"We're just killing ourselveA
with penalties," Mahoney said
after the Nov. 23 game. "We
were the least penalized team
in the first half of the season,
and then it all comes down to
the last couple of weeks and we
get in the hole."
The Racers closed lhe books
with a 3-8 overall r~oonl ;lind
finished last in the OVC (1 -6),
[he first time in 21 years. lt•Has
also been a season that has seen

have to win,'' said head coach
Kelly Breazeale. "She does
what it takes to make Murray
State better. She has a lot of
assets. When the game came
down to the wire and we needed
to win, we gave the ball to her
and she would score.
"She was consistent, even
tempered and her attitude
made us a better team and
pushed everyone around her,''
Breazeale said. "Michelle was a
pleasure to coach, anything you
asked her to do she would.''
Needless to say, Ricks'
parents, Larry and Janice Wen·
ning of New Washington, Ind.,
are proud of their daughter.
"I'm very proud," said Janice
Wenning. "We are very pleas-

Please see WENNING
Page 38

MSU volleyball team falls to Austin Peay

player after player downed and
placed on the sidelines with
injuries.

By HEATHEA CROZE
Reporter

The Racer volleyball season
came to an end with a
frustrating defeat against
Austin Peay in the Ohio
Valley Conference post-season
tournament. The Racers lost
15-7, 7-15, 10-15 and 5·15 in
the first round.
"I had some high hopes that
we would be able to do a little
better in post-season play,"
said Racer head coach Oscar

'l'he Racers will now see the
departure of 15 seniors: Greg
Armstrong; Steve Broughton;
David Clark; Matt Havill;
Cmig Hobson; William Hoston;
Oex Lander; Chris Mays; Rick
Mille~·; Marcus Perry; Kevin
Proctor; Conrad Reynolds;
Hobm·t, Sillimon; Chris Sypho;
a nd Ale.x Wilson.
" I hurt inside for the seniors
going out with a loss,"
~1ahoney said. "Tney re good
kids and good people. Tliey
deserve better than this."

Segovia., ,

Jill Doty led the Racers with
23 kills and 22 digs. Roseanne

VOllEYBAll
Brown helped with 13 kills,
and Beth Bair added 15 digs.
"I guess it's just time to go
back to the drawing board and
start over again," Segovia
said. "I'm in the process of
recruiting players and setting
our schedule for next season.
I'm very excited about spring,
I'd like to try and rekindle the
fJ.re that we had going at the
beginning of this season.
The Racers will lose two
seniors, Jill Doty and Jodi

Price. ''It will be very tough to
lose Jill,'' Segovia said. "She
was a very consistent player
who was able to show leadership when we needed it. Jodi
may not have started, but she
was always there when we
needed her. It will be teal
hard for us to replace these
two girls."
Racer player Jodi Price said,
"I'll miss the girls on the
team. It was a lot of stress and
right now I want to put my
, energy towards my atademics
and become a normal student
again."

CIASSIFIEDS

..

.

Michelle Wenning Ricks

ed. She has worked hard in
basketball since fourth grade.
She's worked hard for her
grades and everything else.
She's really worked hard all of
her life."
Ricks, a secondary education
business and math major, is doing her student teaching at
Calloway County High School,
teaching accounting, word processing and model office. When
she is not busy grading papers,
she is coaching basketball at
Murray High School.
"She is one of the better post
players that I've played with
during my career here, and to
score over 1,500 points and over
1,000 rebounds in her career is
amazing," said Julie Pinson, a
guard for the Lady Racers and
one of Ricks ' former
teammates.
"She was just outstanding on
the floor and ofT the floor," said
Lady Racer Mechelle Shelton.
"1 looked up to her, she was a
role model for me. She is an
outstanding person and fun to
be around."
"I think that it was well
deserved," said Scott Ricks of
his wife of four months. "She
did really well and the
statistics are there. "
Ricks said she came to Murray because the school offered

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

MISC.

MISC,

MISC.

Jlml, Remember you pledged

Dave -thanks for being such
a great frlend and putting up
with me this semester. have a
great Christmas, you deserve
ltl Leigh.

$40,000/yrl READ BOOKS and
TV Scnpts. Fill out simple "llkel
don't like" fonn. EASVI Fun,
relaxing at home, beach, vacatlons. Guaranteed paycheck.
24 Hour recording 801 ·379·
2925 Copyright IKY13KEB.

Satin emerald green tealength formal; size 38 with
matching size 7 shoes; Worn
once; paid $180 for both, will
sell for $1 00. 753·7068.

2+ Bedroom HOUse partial or
unfurnished, 15mln.fromMSU.
Available Oeoeml:ler. $425
month. 436-6098.

MSU Escort Service, Dept of
Public Safety olfM escort
aervloe after dal1< 7 days a
week. Call 762-2222.

Have asate and happy Christ·
mas break from the entire staff
of The Murray State News I

Good luck Racer basketball
team In the Hatter Classic and
Lady RaoerlnJonesboro,M<.I

the best of the bestl Your big
als thinks you're cooll Love,
Your big sis Jllll
Issac, I never Imagined that
marrled life could be so full of
love and excitement. The past
six months have been fantas·
tic. have a very happy birth·
day. l loveyou. Mary
Issac, Looking forward to our
flrat Christmas together. Love,

Mary.
The Sisters of Theta Chi Delta
would like to thank the Zeta
~Class for putting on
such an awesome ret real We
Love You All.

To all who touch my life, the
graduating senior, and the
friend I leave behind. I bid you
a final farewell. I deat1y miss
you all. Robert K. Wilkerson.
KBC - The best 2 and a h81f
years! Can't walt for Xmas 131
Thanks for everything. Love,

!Ml:l.

The Sisters of Theta Chi Delta
would like to wish ourgraduatlng seniors Robin McGuire and
Molly Wald good lucid Love,
the Sisters of Theat Chi Delta.
ARG- When all things were
lost In my life and there was
practically nothing to look forward to you had to walk Into my
ltfe. Thanks for being there.
Love, RKW
Pldge - I hope you have a
really great Birthday! It's an
awesome way to end a wondefful semester together. I love
you with all my heartll BryanT.

Music/Youth or Music/Program
Director. BA Degree In rrusic.
60% music with 40% youth or
program Salary open. Send
resume to Rev. John Weber,
305 W. Main St., Princeton, KY
42445 {502·365-3529.)
FREE SPRING BREAK VACA·
TION Organize a group. earn
Commlssions&FreeTrtpsl Call:
800-826-91 00.

FOR SALE
CHEAP! FBV0.S. SEIZED 89

Doc, Or. AI, Mel., Lance, Angela
Rob, andeveryoneelse atthe
News-thanks for everything!
I'll miss you all next semester (
lfl everget ajob that lsQ Love

MERCEDES •• • $200, 86 VW .
.• $50, 87 MERCEDES .••
$100,65 MUSTANG •. • $50.

~. Am'f. H.

$85. Asking $35. Call759·4971 .

LADIES Nlke hiking boots. Size

6-half. Great condition. Retail

1be Murray State News
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline...... Wed . 3 p.m.

:

Hours: Monday, Wednesday and
Friday 2:30- S:OO,Tuesday and Thursday 1-4 p.m.
Closed weekends and holidays.

Dorm refrigerator. Great condillon, $45. call 753-9664.
Leave a message.
Mazda '87 RX7- Red, Sunroof and all extras, $8500. Ask
for Usa 762-4630or 759-9424.
72,000 miles.
VCR, Microwave, and Radar
Detector (Vector·3) For Sale.
For more lnfonnallon call
Dawn at 753·1162.
Oueenslze waterbed, 6 drawer pedestal, walnut ftnIsh, baffled mattress, liner,
padded ralls, headboard,
$225.

Do you havesomethlngtoseH?
Wamtoeamsomeexbacash?
Let The Murray State News
classllleds help. Stop by Room
11 1 wilson Hall for details.

NOTICE
Journalism Major/ English
minor needs Part-time job over
Christmas Break. Have typing
and computer skills. Pleue
call 753-8790 end leave a
message. Referenoee avail·
able.

BUINESS
SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES
QUICK. lnOOYatlve Pl1ntlng
1623 Hwy 121 Bypass. 753·
8802.

RIDES
Going home over CMatmas
and need a ride? save gas and
money. Let the Murray Stale
Newa cluslfledl help you. Call
762-.4478 for more Information.

RATES
Without MSU ID: 20¢ per: word
Over Twenty Words
With MSU 10: 10¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Look for our
n ext iss ue
~on January
24, 1991.

INDEX

With MSU ID: 15¢ per word

PER80NAL8
ROOMMATES
BU81NESS
SERVICES
Fa\ RENT
FORS..U:
HSP WAHT£0
LOST I FOUNO
RlDE8

Clas sl fied s Department,

The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

!for .911[ ~our Jewe[ry 9{g,etfs

Hope you have a great Christmas
Break!

WISC~

NOTICE

's

.

BAR-B-Q
&
BURGERS

Friday and Saturday Night

$6795

.Bar..B-Q Ribs, Pond Raised Cattisb, Fried Chicken,
F ood Bar, Salad Bar, Dessert Bar, and Drink

Lt\.iJnecx out our weekly special- only $2.49tt
753-0()j5

Sunday Dec. 15 • 22
StoteHoms
SUNDAY lp.m. •4p.m.
MONDAY-sATURDAY lOa.m. •5p.m.
Court Square
Downtown Murray

~
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SPORTS NOTEBOOK

Continaed from Page 28

her a full scholarship and had a
good business department.
''I was honored that there's
only been two jerseys retired,
and that one is mine," Ricks
said. "It makes you feel like the
four years you worked was
worth it."
Ricks also said that she has
made ~orne long-lasting friend·
ships with her fellow teammates, but cited Tawnya
Pierce, ,Julie Pinson and Angie
Waldon as her closest friends.
"You play with them for four
years," Ricks said, ''and they
become just like family."
Photo by TRENT REDMOND

The 1991-91 Murray State University Rodeo Club members pose for a team picture earlier this
year. The team recently held their annual Intercollegiate Rodeo at the Expo Center.

Rodeo team takes third
By HEATHER KEITH
Staff Wnter

The Murray State University
rodeo team hosted a number of
schools at the MSU lnlcrcollegiate Rodeo competition
Nov . 21 -22 at the West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center.
The University of Tennessee
at Martin won the overall te am
competition, and Mun-ay State
placed third .
A number of other schools
competed in the event, including Michigan Stale ,
Southwest Missouri Stutc,
Southern Arkansas Stale and

the University of Missouri at
Columbia.
·
The mens' events inc I uded
bareback riding, calf roping,
saddle bronc riding, team rop·
ing, steer wrestling and bull
riding. Women competed in
breakaway calf roping, goat tying and barrel racing.
Murray State team members
placed in a number of events.
"We had several people who
did well," said David Sharp,
president of the Rodeo Club.
David Wright was Murray's
top finishet·, taking first place
in steer wrestling. Scott Moore
placed fourth in calf1·oping, and

rrlie Sisters of

AOTI

Corey Wigginton was thll'ci in
saddle bronc riding. Todd
Slykhuis was third in bull
riding.
In the women's events, Staci
Patterson was first in barrel
racing for MSU. Placing ft.fth in
goat lying was Marne
Plowman, and placing sixth in
the same event was · Leigh
Shouse.

Ricks said her career goals
after her May graduation in·
elude teaching either business
or· math and eventually
coaching basketball.
She said some of the
highlights of her career were
starting as a freshman, making
All-OVC and beating Western
Kentucky . But her most
memorable game was in the
OVC tournament her senior
year, when teammate Pinson
threw her a pass that jammed
Ricks' ring finger, and her
finger swelled so much that she
couldn't take her engagement
ring off for seven months.

Ricks said she felt one part of
her life had ended after her
The team will now take a senior year of basketball, but
break through the month of another part has begun in her
January. Its next event is new role as wife of Lady Racer
scheduled fot· the third week of assistant coach Scott Ricks. The
February. when the team will newlyweds have been mart·ied
just over four months.
travel to .Michigan State.

Two win Reebok campus challenge
Shannon Allen and Lisha Brumbaugh won the "Reebok
The PUMP Decathlon" during the recent Reebok Campus
Challenge staged by the campus recreation department.
The decathlon involves 10 sporting event competitions in
which students earn points depending on their performance.
The 10 events include the 1-mile run, 60-yard dash, softball
distance throw, football punt, flying disc toss, volleyball
serve-down, 5-mile bicycle sprint, 1,500 stationary row,
basketball shoot-out and a combination vertical and horizontal jump.
Other top MSU finishers included Trent Bates, Jeff Moore,
Mark Whitaker, and James Shelton.
Allen and Brumbaugh are elibible to advance to the
"Reebok the PUMP Decathlon National Championship" in
May at the U.S. Olympic Training Center in Colorado
Springs.

Several among AII-OVC
Greg Armstrong, a 6-foot-1 senior offem1ive tackle from
Paducah, and Dave Cox, a 5·foot-10 sophomore fu llback from
Owensboro, were named to the offensive All-OVC second
team.
Jill Doty, a senior from Hoopeston, ill., was named to the
second team 1991 GTE Academic All-District IV volleyball
team. Doty, a senior for the Racer volleyball team, is a
physical education major with a 3.81 grade point average.
Pete Hoston, a 6·foot-l senior defensive back from
Washington, D.C., was named to the defensive All-OVC second team.

Football players of the year named
Eastern Kentucky University won all three players and
coach of the year awards in OVC football.
'Markus Thomas of EKU was named 1991 Offensive Player ·
of the Year, while teammate David Wilkins won 1991 Defensive Player of the Year honors.
Eastern Kentucky's Roy Kidd won Coach of the Year.
Coach of the Year and Players of the Year are selected
through a poll of head football coaches.

!For Yl[[ :Your Jewe[ry 9{g.ed.s

'

DASSANT GOURMET MIXES
Dasdnt Beer Bread Mlxn

• CLASSIC MIX •
• GARLIC PROVENCAL •
• SO UTHERN CORN BREAD •
• CANADIAN TEN GRAIN •

wouftl fif(g. to wisfi

everyone a safe am{

llle

fiappy Cfiristmas
- fio{itfay!
' iC

R:lnhJrdle%

• GOURMET KITCHEN • FOOD • GIFTS•
Bel Air Center
753-5679

~--·············---~
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YOU''$29.99

~--···············-~

YSTATE
DORM RESIDENTS
2 for $5.99 Lunch Buffet
or
2 for .$6.99 Dinner Buffet
:r-------------------------~
<5'@ BUFFET SPECIAL·~

WANTED
Turn in your channel selector
BEFORE leaving campus and
RECEIVE your $15 deposit
back I
WE WILL BE COLLECTING
EQUIPMENT IN HART HALL, DEC.
16, 17, 18
9 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.

It is MANDATORY that all students return this
equipment on these dates!
753-5005

1
I

:

2 all-you-can-eat
lunch buffets

$5

•Drtnks not lncluded - specfal good through 12/'D191

99

1
I
1

.JI

L----------------------~-r-------------------~-----~
~·BUFFET SPECIAL$!
1
2 all-you-can-eat
99 1
I
I
1
I

Dinner buffets

$6

•Drinks not 1ncluded - special good through 12/71/91

1
I

L-------------------------.J

Lunch Buffet: Monday thru Saturday. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.: Sunday, noon-2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet: Monday thru Sunday. 5 p.m.-8:30p.m.
Must pres ent cou pon when ordering.

Delivery Special:
Large, 1 Topping for $6.99

Chestnut Street

753-6656
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Results of the Ohio VaJIBY ToumamtMt
at Cooksville, Tenn., NovenYJ« 22-24.

Basketball Standings
(Men)
~ ALL
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Middle Tennessee

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

Austin Peay
Tennessee State

Murray State
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee Tech

(3-1)
(3·1)
(2·1)
(2·2)
(1·2)
0·0 (1·3)
0-0 (1 ·3)
0-0 (1-~)

m!k ~

(Women)
Yddle TeMessee
Morehead State
Tennessee State

0-0 (2-0)
0-0 (2-0)
0..() (2·1)

Murray State

0·0 (2·2)

Eastern Kentucky
Southeast Missouri
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech

0-0 (2·2)
0-0 (2-2)
0..()

(1-1)

0..() (1 ·2)

Final
Football Standings
m!k ALL
Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech

7-0 (10-1)
. 6-1 (8-3)
3-4 (5-6)
*3-4 (4-7}
3-4 (3-8)
*2-5 (3-8)
2-5 (2·9)

Murray State

1·6 (3-8)

• T - ...... game w. Jealulon Stat. Mil
~ a.w• a-mew. Willlllm l<enluc*y
clllllgnlad ~ 1111"*-

1i l l AII·OVC S.Cond Team

Offen••

Hos1on, Sr., Washington, D.C.
Final
Vollaybell Stendlnga

Pete

~

12·2
12-2
9-5

9-5
7-7

Tennessee Tech
Middle Tenessee
Tennessee State
1991 AII·OYC

15
10

15
5

KILLS • Murray State (58), Doty 23,
Brown 13, Blair 5, Pr1oe 4, Dearworth 4,
Bailey 3, Connely 2, Webster 2. Austin
Peay (60) Batey 18, Canedo 14,
Westerfield 12, Fletc:tter 11 .
ASSISTS • Murray State (53), Rubio
45, Donneny 8. Austin Peay (55),
Garrard <42, Galey 12, CW'Iedo 1.
DIGS • Murray State (75), Doty 22,
Blak 15, Rubio 12, Dearwortl11 , (with 5)
Donnefy, Geralds and Baley. Austin
Peay (82), Roach 16, Kldd 15, Garrard
1.4, Galey 13, C8nedo 11, Fletcher 7,
Baley 4, Westfield 2.

g

BASKETBAIJ.

Lady Racers vs. the University of
Evansville at Evansville, Ind.,
NoventJsr 25.

Murray State 7 2
Evansville
75
Murray State
Gamer 5-22, 5-7, 15; Parker 6-8, 2·2,
14; Shelton (F) 3-6, 3-4, 10; Waldon 5·
1•. 0 -0, 10; SheltOn (C) 4"", 0-0, 8;
Pinson 2-2, 2·2, 4; Snell 2-4, 0-0, 4;
Mote 1-1, 1-2, 3; Cadwell 0-3, 2·2, 2;
Gallimore 1-4, 0.0, 2; Haberer 0·2, 0-0,
0; Barfield .0-2, 0·0, o. Totals 28-86
(.326), 15-19 (.789), 72.

Evansville
Deffendoll5-11, 3-8, 23; Blunk 6·10,
1"", 14; Greis 5-7, 4-11 , 1•; Cole s-o, 6·
7, 12; Lefever 2-3, 2-5, 8; Kafmowloe 2·
.4; Larlge 0-2,
0; Herman 0-3,
0-0,
Totals 23""9 (.469), 28-45

o-o.

(.622), 75.

Def•n••

Murray Stat•

15
7

lnd!yldual Leaders

... o-o.
o.

Greg Armstrong, Sr., Paducah
Dave Cox, So., Owensboro

Southeast Missouri
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Austin Peay

7
15

APSU
MSU

4-10
3·11
Q-14

Flr•t Te•m
•Jill Doty, Sr., Hoopeston, Ill.
• GTE Academic AII· Distr1ct IV
Second Team

Fre•hmsn THm

Roaearvle Brown, Pleaston, Calif.
1i91 611-0VC Cross Coyntrv
(Men)
(Women)
Cat1 Dillard
Heather Huhn
Chris Barrlgar

Halftime • Murray State 31, Evansville
35.
ThrH-.P olnt goala - Murray State 1-5
(.200) (Shelton ·f- 1· 3}; Evanavflle 1·3

(.333) (Biwtk 1-1).
Rebound• • Murray State 51 (Gamer
23*); Evansville 46 (Greis 12).
• H/ghe$t total rebounds in MSU twstory.
Aaslsts • Murray Sta.te 9 (Pinson 5);
Evansville 9 (Lefever 3, Cole 3).
Fould out • none. Total Fouls Mt.rray State 31, t:vansvtalle 20.
Lady Racers vs. Southern Illinois
Unlverslty·C8rbondshl st Racer Arena,
NoVfll'flber 00.

Murray State 6 3
SIU
88
Murray State
Gamer 6-16, B-12, 20; Pinson 7-13, O·
1, 1.4; Pltker 3·7, 2...., 8; Waldon 3--4, 1·
4, 7; Barfield 2-2, 0.0, 4; McConnell1· 2,
2-2, 4; SheJto n (F) 31 · 2, 1-2. 3;
Galllmote 0·2, 2-2, 2; Cadwell 0-1, 1-2,
1: Shelton (C) 0-3,
o; Snen
Mote 0·2,
Totals 23·54 (.426),
17-29 (.586), 63.

o-o,
o-o. o.

o:

SIU

o-o. o-o,

Rougeau 5-1.4, 8·10, 18; Powell6·10,
12; Ransom 4-7, 4-5, 12; Soott 5-

o-o.

11 , , '""· 11: Redeker 3-6, 2-2, 8; Bolden
3-7, 2"", 8: Gelstler o-6, 8-8, 8: Fleth 25, 2·2, 8; Joiner 2· 5. o-2, 4; Hculman 01, 1·1, 1; Helmstead 0-0, 0.0, 0; Horrell
0-0.
Totals 29-72 (.403), 28-38
(.737), 88.
HalftJme • Murray State 29, SIU 40.
ThrH-polnt goals - Murray State
2; SIU 2-8 (.250) (PoweU 2 -7).
Rebounds - Murray State .42 (Gamer
18); SIU 48 (Rougeau 8).
Asslats • Murray Sta.te 9 (Pinson 6);
SIU 16 (Scott 6, Rougeau 6).
Fould out - Murray Sta.te, Parker,
Waldon and Shelton. Total Foula Murray State 33, SIU 24.

o-o, o.

o-

RACER SPORTS WEER
8fiOAT

McElhiney 6·17, 8·9, 21 ; Warren 7·9,
2·4, 17; Tanall2 -7, 9-10, 14; X8nder8 56, 4·5, 14; Johnson 5-9, 2-2, 12; Jones
1-2, 7·10, 9; Gate 0· 2, 2·5, 2; Sta.nflll 00,
Totals 26-52 (.500), 34-45
(.756), 89.
Halftime • Murray State 50, UT-Martln

o-o, o.

39.
Three-point goala - Murray State, 49 (.444) (Shelton -f- 2-3); UT-Martln, s-7
(..429) (with one - warren, McElhiney
and Tansll).
Rebounds • Murray State, 40 (Parker
5, wHh 4 • Pinson, Waldon, Shelton); UT·
Martin 26 (xandera 5).
Assists • Murray State 24 (Pinson 8};
UT·Martln 14 (with 3 - Warren,
McElhiney, Tansll and Jones}.
Fould out - Murray S1ale, Waldon; UTM8111n, Johnson and Xandera. Total
Fouls • Murray S1ate, 35; UT·Martln24.

Racers vs. fllnois Tech at RsctJr Nena.
NoverrtJer 26.
Illinois Tech
66

Murray State 102
Murray State
Cwmon 6-19, 2·2, 15; Jones 7-17, 1·1,
15; Peterson 5·10, 1-2, 11; Gray 5-7, 00, 10; Wilson 3·9, 4-4, 10; Hlll5-13,
10; Evans 5-9, 0-1, 10; Adame s-5, 2·2,
8; Waldon 3·7, 2· 2, 8; Sivils 1-4, 1·2, 3;
Gumm 1-4, 0·0, 2; Hunt 0-0, 0·0, 0.
Totala 44-104 (.423), 13-16 (.813), 102.

o-o,

Illinois Tech
Murphy 8-16, 4-5, 22; Moregan 4-18, 57, 16; Gregory 6 -7, 0-2, 12; Ktlstle 1"",
8; Wltllama 1·3,
2: Hope 1·3,
2; Smith 0-1, 2"", 2; Shulman
0-2,
0; Eratcher 0-3, 0-2, 0. Totals 22· 58
(.379), 17·18 (.607), 66.

e-e,
o,

o-o,

o-o,

o-

Halftime • Murray State 52,
lnlnols Tech, 35.
Three point goal1 · Murray $tate 113 (.077) (Camon 1·9); IIBnols Tech 516 (.313) (~ 3-10).
Rebounds· Murray State 69, (Jones
18); IIIMis Tech 28 (MorgWl 6).

'

Basketball

ap.111 •.

W.LN IOJ.1

,.,.,

.,~p.m. '

W8Ut to3.7 ·
Ea11 T"••
Sl818

.,,.m.

,._~

*Men's

CrossCountry
*Women'•

CrossCountry

.

*Rifle

I

Home

I- Aw•, I

I

• No Scheduled Event

-

*Equine
Asslsta- Murray State 18 (Evans 5),
IIBnols Tec:tt 12 (Moregan 3, Shulman 3).
Fouled out- none. Total fouls·
Murray State 24, Illinois Tech 19.
Racers vs. the Unlvtlrslty of Southern

Illinois-Carbondale at Racer Arena,
Noll8ntJtN 30.

Southern llllnoll
Murray State 9 8
Murray State

1 09

Jones 11 -20, 14-18, 37; Camon 6·12,
0-3, 14; Slvtlls 8-8, 2"", 14; Peter8on 37,6-6, 13; w.ldon 2-5,2-2, 7; Hll2-9, 11, 5; Evans 2-7, o-o, 4; Gumm 1-2, 0-1 ,
2; Wilson 1"", o-o, 2; Adema o-o, o-o, o.
Totals 37-74 (.459), 25-35 (.71 ..), 98.

Southern Illinois
Amaya 9-12, 5-7, 24; Lowery 5-12, 7·
8, 18; l.awl'8nce 5-8, 5 -8, 18; llmmons
8-8, 3-8, 15; Bell 2-5, 5-B, 10; Pavlovic
2-7, 3 ..... 7; Wynn 2·2, 1-3, 7; Srrith 3-5,
1-2, 7; DaSilva 2"", 1-4, 5. Totals 36-63
(.571), 32·52 (.815), 109.
.
HllttJme • Murray Stale ..7. SIU 58.
ThrH·polnt goals • Murrey State, 514 (.357) (Cannon 2·5); SIU 5·11 (.454)
~2-2).

Rebounds • Murray State, 43 (Jonet
19): SIU, 40 (llmmons 9).
Aulsts • Murray State, 11 (Waldon 5);
SIU, 15 (Lawrence 5).
Fould out • Murray State, Evans,
Cannon and Waldon; SIU - Pavtovfc.
Total Fouls Murray State 35, SIU 25.

RilcfHs vs. MetrfJIQ Star. UniVersny Iff
the Py,.mld In Alemphl•, T•rrn.,
DecetrWt 3.

Murray State 54
Memphla State

78

.

Murray State
Cannon 4-13, 4-7, 14; Jones 3-6, 5-B,
11; Peterson 2-7,4-6, 8; SMBs 4-11,00, 8; ev..a 2-4, 0-1, 4; Waldon 1-3,
3 ; Hunt 1-1,
2; Gray 1-t,
2;
Wlaon 1-1,
2; Hll
0-2,
Totals
19-47 (.404), 13.22 (.591). 54.

o-o,
o-o,

o-o,
o-o,
o.

o-o,

Memphis State

a...,

E. Smith 4-8,
14; Douglas 6-8, 11, 13; Vaughn 5-12, 2-2, 12; Hardaway
5·10, 1-2, 11; B. Srrith 2-8, 0-3, 8;
Mar.lodt 2--4, 2·2, 6; Nolan 2-6, 1-1 , 5;
Mundt 2-5, 0-1, 4; Spiva 1-1, 1-4, 3;
Young
2·2, 2; Allen 1-3,
2;
Haynes 0-1,
1; t.ttchel
Totals 30-84 (.-469), 13-22 (.581}, 78.
Halftime· Murray S1ate 28, Memphis
State 28.
Three-point goaJa • Murray State, s11 (.237) (Cannon 2-8); Mef111hls State,
5-19 (.263) (Srrith 3-6).
Rebounds • Murray State, 34 (Jones
8); Memphis State, 39 (Vaughn 7,

o-o,

o-o,

c(3 ,

Prt·St11on

Bllkttbal!

2-D Tourna,.nt

The DNam T•m d. UCSC
The Dream Team d. Swish
Breda I d. llegal Pick
Breda I d. Tri Stale

78tra d. The Alllanot
Plkea d. Bulle

o-2 Touma,.nt
o-o,
o-o, o-o, o. Smooth as let d. Raw Meet

H.-daway7).
Assists - Murray State, 13 (Evans 3,
Jones 3); Memphis state 21 (Madl()d(
6).
Fould out - none. Total Fouls Murray State 19, Mel'f1lhls Slate 19.

~~--;E=

T•m USA d. The Whatevens
Untouchables d. The Whatevera

I ~TRA 0 \ll 'R.\tS

lnlramural,.... lor «MMd ~~~.
pre-season 1»5ketbltll and Fratwnlty

~,.,., .. of~4.

Co:fd Bpkttbe!!
Untoucheblea• d. Hotshots
Falcons d. Team U.S.A

Mostly White Boys d. The DIPs
Down Low d. Muter BlasteR

Freternlty Raquetball
ftoynd 1
Whitis d. Paul Hetrk:h
liMn Stillwell d. Scott Crafton
Mat Stiii..U d. Johr\ Dicky
T~t Beta d. Jay MofVan

nm

ftQUnd 2
Bob Olmatead d. Scott Benaon
Whldt d. 8cotl Sosna
Brent Slak d. Rltd Droper
1!1. Stillwell d. L.tt Huft
Clay Young d. C.,. Crimm
M. StillWell d. D. .ck Boyln
Rick Kupper d. Robbie Cowan
Trent Bll..s d. Dlrl Route

RpyQSI 3
Olmstead d. Whitis
1!1. Stillwell d. Silk
M. Stillwell d. Young
KupfMr d. Bates

OFF
All Warm-Ups, Fleece Sportswear
and Nylon Windwear
For Men, Women & Children

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"
1203 Chestnut St.

Thunday 12

OJ':.

Women's

*Volleyball

UT·Martln

w......,,,

TUMC!ey 10

'· "·~ . H.¢, .,AilhwJI..)
C.a"lo
tWonmoulh) i DelAnd, fli, ~,
o.t..m. t=JI:

Men•s

Murray State 102
UT-Martln
Murray State

o-o,
o-o, o-o,

Mclf*Yt

Sunday.

......, C111118lo
:(t..tMII

Basketball

Pinson 7-8, 3"", 18; Pltker 7·10, 3-3,
17; McConnell 5-7, ....... 14; Shelton (F)
4· 8, 0·0 , 10; Gamer 4-6, 2-2, 10;
Shelton 3-8, 2-2, 8; Snell 3-3, 0 -1, 6;
CadweD 2-8,
5; Barfield 1-3, ~. 2;
Haberer 0·2, 1-2, 1; Galllmont 0-1 , 0-2,
o: Mot8
o. Totals 40-69 (.580),
18-24 (.750), 102.

s.tulday 7

*Football

Lady Racers vs. the University of
Tenneuee-Martfn at Racer Arena,
o.o.mber 2. 1991.

89

Friday I

753·8844

